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SUMMARY

Theories of ultrasonic diffraction at normal incidence

are oritioally reviewed and compared. The Raman-Nath differential-

difference equation is solved to derive new expressions for the

intensities of the spectral lines, and to rederive previously-

obtained expressions in ways which display their limitations and

at the same time enable them to be extended easily. Finally, the

theoretical results are compared with experiment.
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INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of this work is to calculate the intensities of

the optioal spectra produced when light traverses a liquid irradiated

by ultrasound. This is done in two parts. First, some different

theories of the ultrasonic diffraction phenomenon are reviewed and com¬

pared; this is done in part I. Secondly, the Raman-Nath differential-

difference equation is used in part I for most of the actual

calculations of the intensities.

There is, in addition, a subsidiary aim; this is to compare

the theoretical results with the experimental faots, and is done in

part H.

In the course of the work some interesting purely mathemati¬

cal results were obtained concerning non-commuting operators and

asymptotic expansions o£- the solutions to difference equations;

these are presented in appendices (a) and (b).

The theory presented here treats the following idealised

experimental situations the light is taken to be a parallel mono¬

chromatic beam of wavelength X travelling along the £ -direotion

and of infinite extent in the q - and £ -directions. It is incident
normally (the case of oblique incidence will not be treated in this

work) on a vessel infinite in the ^ - and^ -directions but bounded
by the planes £ =0 and£ =* D (see figure 1). The vessel is filled



with non-magnetic liquid crossed in the -direction by progressive

waves of monochromatic ultrasound with wavelength A and frequency TL.
The optical effect of the ultrasonic wave will be represented by a

sinusoidally varying refractive index. This is justified, since the

density wave in the liquidmaybe taken as sinusoidal\ and for small

variations the denaty and the refractive index are proportional.

Thus the refractive index of the liquid can be written as

/a.= /«,+ COS Orv-n.tr), ...u.D

where yU is the refractive index of the liquid, fX0its mean value,
its maximum variation and (r 5 .

An immediate simplification can be introduced: the speed of
_5

sound is less than the speed of light by a factor 10 , so that

in the short time taken for the light to traverse the liquid the

sound presents a stationary profile. This can be introduced into the

theory by neglecting the term Sit in (1.1), leaving

JX, - yMo gosCJ-WJ . ...(1.2)

It is emphasised that this approximation is not equivalent to con¬

sidering the ultrasonic beam as a standing wave - that is a situation

which will not be considered here.

Under the experimental conditions just defined, diffracted
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beams of light appear beyond the vessel in addition to the central

beam. That such diffraction would occur in these circumstances was

2
predicted over forty years ago by Brillouin , who argued broadly

that the variation in refractive index would have the periodioity of

the sound wave, so that the net effect on the light would resemble

that of a diffraction grating. This prediction was verified simult¬

aneously by Debye and Sears^, and Lucas and Biquard^.
The various theories that have been given to explain ultra¬

sonic diffraction range from rigorous treatments, nising the full

5 6
formalism of electromagnetism to approximations valid only under

13 l6
very restrictive physical conditions . None of the experiments

to date has ever found specifically electrical effects, so that the

complexity resulting from the use of rigorous electromagnetic theory

is unnecessary. On the other hand, the range of experimental

observation definitely exceeds the scope of the purely "physical"

theories (see part II). It is thus both sufficient and necessary to

use a scalar wave theory to describe the light, and this is what is

done throughout the present work. Much of the cumbersome (and to date

unimportant) detail of an exact treatment is thereby eliminated,

at the same time leaving the the theory still rich enough to account

for the complexity of the observed phenomena. Use of the scalar

theory makes possible the first detailed calculation of the intensities

of the reflected diffraoted beams (section 5*5)•

Two dimensionless parameters turn out to be important in



the theory; they are

P =

X - kj*
) ...(1.3)

where

L 2JT .
£ = ^ ...(1.4)

Sometimes x will refer to the variable iy,St when this occurs it
will always be obvious from the oontext. The ranges of ^ and «*C in
the experiments so far carried out are

O < o\ < ^

O < * < 20

...(1.5)

Continued interest in the theory of ultrasonic diffraction

is justified by the large number of applications of the effect in

technology and industry. A.full list of references to such applications

can be found in section 10.2 of the ten-year indexes to the Journal

of the Acoustical Society of America; a partial list is as follows*-
Determination of wavelengths and velocities of sound in

8

7
various liquids
Precision determination of electrical frequencies

,tii
10

ma-ceriaj.s

Design of light valves
12

Investigation of diffusion in liquid suspensions

9
Investigation of modes of vibration of quartz crystals
Detection of flaws in materials'

11



PART I

REVIEW OF DIFFERENT THEORIES OF ULTRASONIC DIFFRACTION

CHAPTER 1

THE THEORY BASED ON GEOMETRICAL OPTICS

One of the earliest [theories of ultrasonic diffraction was based on the

decision to treat the light in the liquid as a system of rays propagating

in accordance with Snell's law of refraction. The first work along these

lines was that of Lucas and Biquard^, who derived an expression for the

trajectories of the rays without giving any indication of how to find

13the intensities of the diffracted beams. Later, however, Nomoto used

the geometrical theory to get numerical results for these intensities.

1.1. General theory of rays in a stratified medium

Consider a ray of light, initially parallel to the ^ -axis

(fig.2), incident at = and ^ on a medium whose refractive index jj(
depends only on f| . Let r be the angle between the fj -direction and the
direction of the ray.

Under these circumstances, Snell's law states that at all



Fig.2- Notation for ravf tracks



points along the ray the relation

yW Mf -- constant
holds. The initial value of "\jf is ^^2, , so that (1.1.1) becomes

fj\[ ~ /^'t • ...(1.1.2)
To get the equation of the ray from (1.1.2) it is only necessary

to realise that

i ,r dftc™Y = Jn ' ...(1.1.3)dvj
whereupon (1.1.2) becomes

di = -

~~ ' ...(1.1.4)

Integration of this from i«o to S'-S , and from = to |r)'=:r| gives
the equation of the trajectory; it is

1

...(1.1.5)

<)[ J '7%
Generally the integral in (1.1.5) is many-valued. Physically,

this means simply that the light reaches the height T"j more than
once along its path; however, for the purpose, of using an analogue

computer to plot the rays this multivaluedness is a nuisance. An

equation for the rays which is free of this difficulty can be derived

by differentiating the reciprocal of (1.1.4) with respect to ^ .

The result is



...(1.1.6)
oir AY ^3

which can he solved on an analogue computer without difficulty,

using the "boundary conditions

q(f'0>--n; , O.
M

...(1.1.7)

1.2, Application of general theory to case of sinusoidal stratification

In the present case, where the stratified medium is a liquid

traversed by ultrasonic waves, the stratification is periodic and

sinusoidal, and the refractive index is given by (1.2). In writing

the equation (1.1.5) for the trajectory in this case, a simplification

will be introduced by noting that the amplitude yU, of the refractive
_3

index variation is very small indeed - less than 10 in most

experiments. (The fact that yt/i( is small has in fact already been
used in writing (1.2).). Thus, to an excellent approximation,

In order to present (1.2.2) in recognisable mathematical

form the following changes of variable are made:

and (1.1.5) becomes 0
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3 5w(p-- {inj.
^ "fe ...(1.2.3)

These give

ol^j s fecoS(p d<^
J I

...(1.2.4)

and

cos2j)-cos2ij-« 2k" (i-sW(p)J ...(1.2.5)

so that <P
C 2_g cor cp' cj(p'

^Jira-^yj(i-^y)' ...a.2.6>
and, finally, ^7

^ ~ ^ J I - ' ' ...(1.2.7)
'z

This integral is the difference between an incomplete and a

complete elliptic integral of'the first kind1^. Thus (1.2.7) can

be rewritten

:jp , Ff<P,fe) - KOO • ...(1.2.3)

where Ffr» and are the incomplete and complete elliptic integrals

of the first kind, and bC and p are the parameters defined in
(1.3). Equation (1.2.8) can be inverted, giving
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Siny = fc^f-fcsnjlrClO^xJf),^.
This is the equation of a ray, and enables the height rj

(specified by Vj ) to be found which the ray has attained after
starting from height f}. (specified by~{2 ) and travelling a horizontal
distance £ (specified by 3C). Typical trajectories are displayed in

4 13
fig. 3» for the case ^> = 0*1 • Curves like this have appeared before. , ' ;
they were drawn by plotting equation (1.2.9) using tabulated values

for the elliptic sine function. This is somewhat laborious, and fig.3

was not drawn in this way; instead, a PACE TR48 analogue computer

was used to solve the differential equation (1.1.6) for the rays.

This equation, for a sinusoidal medium, written in the present variables,

is

. -fL5,021!.
In drawing fig.3, use has been made of the fact that the rays are

always confined to strips on the plane of width A along the ^ =

direction, centred on a line of maximumytC . This follows simply
from realising that a) rays bend towards a denser medium and b) are

reversible. Thus the range of tj in fig.3 is - 9o* < y c 00°
1.3. Calculation of spectral intensities

The basic assumption in calculating the intensities by

Nomoto's method"^ is that the n'th diffracted beam, making an angle

...(1.2.10)
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with the § -axis, is produced only by those rays emerging from the

vessel at angles 0 in the range

ifar+ ...(1.3.1)

Prom (1.1.3), (1.1.4), (1.2.1) and the fact that

0 * f" .v.(1.3.2)

it is easy to see that the angle of emergence of a ray entering at O-

and leaving at <~J is
" /2jgsf«irc«s^d ...(1.3.3)

For a given value of § , <J and are related by (1.2.9); if (1.2.5)
is also used, (1.3.3) becomes

0.- 2*JZ- 2^. cn

lr
—(1.3.5)

It is assumed that the sound wave acts as a diffraction

grating. Hence if

0- £1
yU.fe

then p must be integral for Bto be a diffraction angle. (The M0 in
the denominator arises because.the ray is considered in the liquid,

just before it is refracted out Into the air.) Substitution of (l.3»5)

into (1.3.4) yields

p = ^ cn (K + x5f) ...(1.3.6)
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It is required to find those values of y- for which p is
integral, in order to find the entry heights of those rays which

will, on exit, form the diffracted beams. To do this analytically

it would be necessary to invert (1.3.6), making (and hence M,-)

the subject. This does not seem to be possible, since that equation

contains "fe in three different places: as the modulus of the elliptic

cosine function, as a factor, and as the modulus of the complete

elliptic integral which is itself part of the elliptic cosine function.
13

The method used by Nomoto to overcome this difficulty

is to use (1.3.6) to make a graph of j> vs for each pair of values
of X and , from which can be read off those values of for

which p is integral. Fig.4 is a rough sketch of a typical such

graph. It will be seen that in general more than one tube of rays

contributes to each diffracted beam. According to the basic assumption

of this theory (see the text leading up to (I.3.I)) the n'th-order

diffracted beam is taken to result from all those rays for which

n-£ < j> < n + ...(1.3.7)

Since the intensity of the incident beam is uniform along

the y -axis, it is reasonable to take for the intensity Inof the
n'th-order spectral line the total range of yj from which rays con¬
tribute to that line in the sense of (1.3.7). In fig.4, for example,

the intensity of the second-order line is proportional to the sum of

the lengths of the hatched parts of the Wj -axis. There will be a
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similar graph for negative values of \j.( , and it will be antisymmetric
with respect to fig.4; it is easily seen that the intensity of the

zero-order line as given by fig.4 alone must be doubled to allow for

this other part of the graph. Finally, to normalise the intensities

to correspond with an incident beam of unit intensity it is necessary

to divide lengths on the Ui -axis by JT radians or 180°.
The results of the geometrical-optical theory are presented

by Nomoto in the form of graphs, each for a given value of p ,

showing r,,T ,i as functions of X . Each point on each of
these graphs is itself determined from a graph like fig.4 as outlined

above; it will be appreciated that this is a laborious business - and

there seems to be no easy way to mechanise it. Nomoto compares his

results with the exact calculations carried out by Extermann and

IS
Wannier (see chapter 15) on the basis of a scalar wave theory.

An example of this comparison is given in fig.5 for a faily favourable

case, that of X"( for p -O'i .

It can be seen that the geometrical theory reproduces only

the very broadest features of the exact theory. This is hardly sur¬

prising in view of the rough nature of the approximations involved;

in particular, the phase relations between the rays contributing to

a given diffracted beam have been ignored. The possibility of using

more accurate forms o£ geometrical theory will be considered in

chapter 3-
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CHAPTER 2

THE PHASE-LATTICE THEORY

In the geometrical theory the only effect of the sound-filled liquid

on the incident light rays is to bend them in accordance with Snell's

law of refraction; in the phase-lattice theory, on the other hand,

the rays are considered not to bend at all, and the only effect of the

sound is to cause in the light a phase retardation whose magnitude is

larger or smaller according as the ray considered goes through a

region of larger or smaller refractive index. This idea of treating

the sound as a pure phase grating was originated in 1935 by Raman and

Nath , and provided the first simple quantitative explanation of the

presence of many spectra in the diffraction pattern.

2.1. The general theory of phase gratings

incident on an object extending from -oo4. <. ■+■ °° 5 the object

can have extension along the £ -axis. If the wave function of the light

in the space beyond the object is

Consider a beam of light represented by a wave function

il<f
£

17
function of the object.
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T(n) = T<VA) ...(2.1.1)

the object is said to be a diffraction grating~T if in addition TCn)
has absolute value unity, i.e. if

TO)) ~ OiyCn) ...(2.1.2)

where is a real periodic function of , then the object is
17

called a phase grating . In physical terms, ^ is minus the phase
retardation produced by the object in the ray traversing it at height

n ■ ■
The wave function beyond the object is thus

, i(fcWO>)
CplS;^) ~ C ...(2.1.3)

Since (j) is a periodic function of t~) it can be written
v2" ,h + n{r^

d) (f, 0) r Z_ Tn C ...(2.1.4)
0 = -oO

where, from the elementary theory of Fourier series,
+yV2 , \

, f iCycnl-^h) .

d/ = ^ e oln ...(2.1.5)
i n 2T '

~ 6
Equation (2.1.4) represents a set of plane waves travelling

at angles

e - nlrrr SlO -p
n K ...(2.1.6)

to the ^ -axis with amplitudes ; these waves constitute the
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diffracted beams.

2.2. Application of general theory to case of sinusoidal phase grating

as a phase grating in tiie sense just described. 'The phase advanoe, ^ ,
along a ray is proportional to the optical distance travelled by the

ray, minus the optical distancethat would have been travelled had the

liquid not intervened. This quantity involves the integral of the refr¬

active index along the ray track; since this track is taken to be a

straight line along which the refractive index is constant, the integral

is a trivial one. These considerations, together with (1.2), yield

X0)= k)/"«•)!;-Id)(2.2.1)
f=°

Substitution of (2.2.1) into (2.1.5) gives the required

amplitudes of the diffracted beams: they are

first kind of argument X and order O . The intensities of the

spectra are given by the absolute squares of their amplitudes, i.e.

These are the famous Bessel-function expressions of Raman

and Nath. The precise nature of the approximation involved in their

derivation will emerge later (chapter 9)> however, since the expressions

are widely used it is as well to state their range of validity now.

In the Raman-Nath theory the sound-filled liquid is treated

...(2.2.5)
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The expression (2.2.3) represents the intensities accurately whenever

/>*■< 11
and ) ...(2.2.4)

f>XV<1 )

The first of these conditions was stated for the first time by Raman
13 13

and Nath and the second by Extermann and Wannier . They are restrictive

conditions (cf the range(l.3). While (2.2.3) describes qualitatively

correctly the complicated exchanges of energy taking place between

the different diffracted beams as X increases, it gives no information

at all about how the intensities depend on the parameter D .
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CHAPTER 5

SHORT WAVELEMGTH APPROXIMATION TO THE WAVE EQUATION

In the theory based on geometrical optics the difference between phase

retardations along different light rays is not considered; instead,

the trajectories and angles of emergence are made the basis for cal¬

culating,, the intensities. The phase-lattice theory, on the other hand,

treats the light as travelling in straight lines, and considers only

the phase retardation. It is fairly obvious that any attempt to get

a better theory by combining these two approaches must consider the

phase retardation along the actual curved track of a ray. Due to partial

focussing, curving of rays will introduce an amplitude as well as a

phase distribution in the plane of emergence; this total distribution

must be Fourier-analysed to yield the amplitudes of the diffracted beams.

The analysis just outlined will be carried out in the present

chapter, where it will be shown that the short-wavelength approximation

to the wave equation, together with the method of stationary, phase,

gives expressions for the intensities which have a simple physical

interpretation, and which constitute a refinement of the theory of

Nomoto described in chapter 1.

3.1. Basic equations of the approximation

If the time-dependence of the refractive index is neglected,

then the scalar wave function describing the light in the liquid

satisfies the scalar Helmholtz equation
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>1! y 4- kyi)^ =o. _ n

3^* ...(3.1.1)
The wave function of the incident beam can be taken as

, !k?
^ ) ...(3.1.2)

so that one boundary condition is

<p(0><i) ~ I . ...(3.1.3)

There will also be a boundary condition on at /=»0 , but this
Di

will not be required in the present chapter, where reflections from

this boundary are neglected.

Geometrical optics forms a good approximation x,o the behaviour

of light in a medium if the optical character of the medium is roughly

constant over a large number of wavelengths of the light. This is true

if the term vy in (3.1.1) is large and slowly-varying. If k ^ is
constant the exact solutions of (3.1.1) are plane waves; therefore

the solutions when is siowly-varying should be almost plane waves.

Because the rays bend in the medium there will be a variation of amplitude

as well as phase, so ..that an elementary solution of (3.1.1) can be

written

) ...(3.1.4),

with the boundary conditions
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> Ll0'*)) * 0 - ...(3.1.5)

To get approximations for a and £ that are asyptotically

exact in the limit it is necessary to substitute (3-1.4) into

(3-1.1) and collect together terms multiplied by the same powers of k •

This gives

4 2.ikf + s(^,4I - O.l«w ...(5.1.6)

When ^ is very large the term independent of I? can be neglected, and

the coefficients of k and 1? can be separately equated to zero to

give, as equations for £ and & ,

(ifr +(Sl -/*i
and

-..(3-1.7)

ii h + ££ ii + a (3J£ +3JC ) = o
^ 35 3^ 31] 1 ...(3.1.8)

Equation (3-1-7) is called the eikonal equation, the phase function

being called the eikonal.

3-2. The meaning and solution of the eikonal equation

The eikonal equation (3-1.7) can be rewritten in vector form

as

(vcKvc)" z^2*) ...(3.2.1)
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or

iv£( - */*• ...(5.2.2)

Now IV-CI is the magnitude of the maximum rate of change of £ ,

which is the rate of change measured, along the normal to a line of

constant £ . If 5 is a new coordinate measured along this normal,

(3.2.2) becomes

iC .±LL

Jf ' r" > ...(3.2.3)
which has the solution

S

i =±J ...(3.2.4)
O

where the integral is taken along that path passing through the point

(f,n) which is also an orthogonal trajectory to the lines of constant

£ . The boundary condition (3.1.5) will be satisfied if all these

trajectories start parallel to the § -axis in the plane f ~0, and if

the positive sign is taken.

According to (3.1.4) the lines of constant are the lines

of constant phase, so that the orthogonal trajectories are the paths

of the light rays; if the present approximate wave theory is equivalent

to geometrical optics, these orthogonal trajectories must obey Snell's

law when the medium is 'stratified. This is easily demonstrated: since

the vector points along the rays in question,

,iv § at.
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Thus

j A^ = 1. ~ -Q
as <*s 3S 3S ^ 3S ...(3.2.6)

since AA. is function of /J only. This result implies that

ytlji = cwstartt; ...(3.2.7)caS

or, finally,

M 'Coâ„e ...(3.2.6)

where 1^7 is defined as in section 1.1. The relation (3.2.8) is just
Snell's law, so that geometrical optics really does appear as an

asymptotic approximation to the wave equation.

To get an explicit expression for the eikonal function, the

variable of integration in (3.2.4) is transformed using the relations

As- dJ- 1.

JVds ' )
and

...(3.2.9)

ai'RIr-F&r ...(3.2.10)

These give, finally,

~

-

, dn ■ ...(3.2.11)
nJ. J/^-K
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3.3. Determination of the amplitude along a ray

The equation (3-1.3) for the amplitude along a ray can be

written in the vector form

(vu.).<rc - in-0-
The first term of this equation is just jW- times the component

along (i.e. along the ray) of , or so that

Ina2- + V £ ...(3.3.2)

It is important to notice that this determining equation for the

amplitude does not involve the variation of 01 perpendicular to the rays,

so that a may change in any way whatever from ray to ray - for example

discontinuously. This is a deduction from the wave equation of the

assertion of geometrical optics that rays propagate independently of

one another.

The second term of (3»3«2) can be split into two parts by

observing that, from (3.2.2),

^ C A1 - ; ...(3.3.3)

where J is a unit vector along the ray. Thus

V * j_ s-Vyw- + V'£.
M- ^ ~

The first term in (3*3.4) can be rewritten

_L s • \7/i = 1 4/5 = d U K .

/* /* &1

...(3.3.4)

...(3.3.5)
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Th e second term in (3.3*4) can be transformed using the definition

of the divergence of a vector in two dimensions as the limit of the

integral of the vector across the perimeter of an infinitesimal

figure, namely

V-s -- U f f-?' -
cl^O ^ ...(3*3.6)

where dy is the area of the small figure and dj: is the line element
of its perimeter. In the present example it is convenient to take

for the figure a short segment of the ray tube through the point considered.

The ends of the tube are at the points $ and S4 ds along the ray

(see. fig. 6), and the width of the tube at the point 5 is taken to

be S((s). Then the small area is given by
*+clS

dy = ]&(?■...(3.3.7)
S

and the integral across the perimeter by

fM - f As ...(3.3.8)
since only the ends of the tube will contribute. Thus

r7 c _ I M - d
v'i " "7 Tc ' TT ...(3.3.9)

If this expression and (3*3.5) are inserted into (3*3*4) and the result

substituted into (3*3*2), the equation determining the amplitude becomes

Ji In Ct Jd- ...(3*3*10)
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This means that along a ray tube the relation

' constant ...(3.3.11)a

is satisfied. This result can also be derived independently of the

wave equation if it is assumed that the energy carried by light flows

without loss along the^rays.

The slope of a ray is very small - in fact it is of order
14M | , as can be seen on differentiating (1.2.2); thus to an excellent

approximation the width of a thin ray tube can be set equal to

its vertical thickness of the tube at a fixed distance along

the ? -axis. The error- involved in making this approximation is

of order to this same order, however, is constant along the

path, so that (3.3.1) can be rewritten

CI 55 / ^ ...(3.3.12)
ofys)

with the aid of the boundary condition (3.1.5).

In what follows quantities of order yM, will frequently be
neglected compared to unity; this is perfectly legitimate, because the

basic relation batween refractive index and sound pressure is only

linear to first order in •

3.4. Construction of the field and calculation of the diffracted intensities

Now that the amplitude and phase functions have been determined

for a ray, it is possible to construct the field at any point in the

liquid. This is simply the sum of the fields on all the rays passing
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througii the point, "because the principle of superposition holds,

the wave equation being linear. Inspection of fig.3 shows that if

only the rays starting out from half the -axis are considered, then

the different rays through a point in the liquid can "be labelledby an index

mn equal to the number of caustics through which they have passed

to get to the point. Rays passing through the point and originating

from the other half of the M ,• -axis can be labelled similarly.
C

For example, at the point X.= 20, ^®*,22.5 there will cross two
/ 0 o N

rays (from r nearly +*90 and = nearly —90 ) which have not

been through any caustics; in addition, there will be two rays (from

-h 49.5* and -63")' which have passed through one caustic; finally, there

will be one ray (from +22.5) which has . passed through two caustics.

Actually on a caustic the solution (3.1.4) for the field on

a ray breaks down, because the ray tubes have zero thickness there

and the amplitude as given by (3.3.12) becomes infinite. It is fairly
19well known that the effect of the caustic is to introduce a phase

retardation of r/z in the rays passing through it; this is the multi¬

dimensional analogue of the Kramers-Jeffreys connection formulae

for the WKB solutions of one-dimensional wave equations.

The final expression for the field away from caustics is thus

where the summation over j is just a way of expressing the addition

of fields due to rays starting out from both halves of the M* -axis.
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If reflections are neglected at the exit face of the vessel,

then the amplitudes of the diffracted beams are obtained by Fourier-

analysing the field in the plane of emergence £ -D . Thus the amplitudes

are

fn -£ ...(3.4.2)

where

J* _ 6
2.

A .J*

7^ ik
4ie 4^..(3.4.3)

the integral being taken over the jm'th bundle of rays, consisting c£

all those rays originating in the j'th half of the Ljj -axis which have
passed through exactly m caustics before reaching the exit face.

It would seem to be totally out of the question to try to

evaluate the integral in (3.4.3) exactly in terms of known functions;

fortunately this is not necessary. The product which forms the

exponent of the integrand is of the same order of magnitude as the

number of wavelengths that will fit into the trajectory of the ray

5
in the vessel; this is very large - about 10 . Further, the eikonal

function varies quite rapidly across a ray bundle. This means that the

method of stationary phase will give an excellent approximation to the

value of the integral. Shorn of all restrictive conditions, this method

uses the relation

y ifekfri)
gCq)e ...(3.4.4)



where are the stationary points of the exponent in the range
( to

- these are just the zeros of ^ ftl-
In the present example,

" ./IcU, J ...(3.4.5)
and

r71'- ...(3.4.6)

The stationary points are given by

<J tw*1' . nllr ...(3.4.7)

dip k
The derivative in this expression is (see fig.7)

dL U IS = Mr d1o r d* r ' -(5-4-8>
where Q is the angle of emergence made by the ray of interest at the

point of interest with the ^ -axis. Thus the stationary points occur

whenever

But this is just the condition for Q to be a diffraction angle,

so that the conjecture of Nomoto"'"^ (see chapter 1) is verified, and the

n'th diffracted beam really is produced by rays emerging at the app¬

ropriate diffraction angle. Use of (1.3.6) and the quantity p defined
in (1.3.5) shows that there are no rays and therefore no stationary
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Fig. 7 Ngtafw -for stationary
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points giving rise to diffracted beams whose order exceeds '

it can be surmised that the intensities of these beams are exponentially

small.

The second derivative appearing in (3.4.4) is

L' - d L, ^ Mo <z d? — (j / .. .

K " "t I ...(3.4.10)

so that the expression (3.4.3) f°r "the spectral intensities becomes,

after a little reduction,

f — ;k^r'i)_)■
IT Up ...(3.4.11)

All that remains is to compare this expression with that

13 ,

given by Nomoto j if the contributing rays are treated as mutually

incoherent, the intensity resulting from (3.4.11) becomes

t—

x =-Z P
n ft JlmyW ...(3.4.12)

D '
This, however, is just the result (complete with the correct normalisation

factor) that would have been obtained in section (1.3) using fig.4,

if the diffracted beams had been regarded as coming not from all rays

emerging in unit range of p about p = integer, but from rays emerging
with p precisely integral.

The result (3.4.11) represents the correct geometrical-optics

solution of the ultrasonic diffraction tproblem; it is expected to

fail only when the stationary points fall on a caustic. Because of



the considerable labour that would be

results from this geometrical theory,

As will be demonstrated in part I, it

Nath equation for calculations.
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involved in getting numerical

no calculations have been performed,

is much easier to use the Baman-
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CHAPTER 4

THE PERTURBATION APPROACH OF BRILLOUIN

A simple approximate solution of the wave equation can he found

if it is assumed that the incident light wave is hardly modified

(apart from a change of speed from C to c(jJ>o ) as it passes through
the sound-filled liquid. This approximation is the Rayleigh-G-ans

approximation^ in classical optics, or the Born approximation^"
in quantum mechanics. In the context of ultrasonic diffraction this

2 22
perturbation approach was initiated by Brillouin ' ; the theory

presented below is, however, slightly simpler than his.

4.1. First-order perturbation solution of the wave equation

The perturbing term in the scalar Helmholtz equation (3.1.1)

is the term involving the fluctuation in the refractive index

due to the passage of the sound wave; when rewritten with this term on

the right-hand side the equation becomes

The zeroth approximation to the solution is obtained by setting

the perturbing term equal to zero; physically this means that the

situation which is being perturbed is that of light traversing a

homogeneous slab of refractive index . If reflections at the

planes of incidence and emergence are neglected the zeroth approximation

...(4.1.1)
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to the wave function of the light in the liquid is

ikM0f
<p & £ 1 ...(4.1.2)

To get the first correction to this (trivial) solution the

wave function is written

9 ~ + p((s, n) ...(4.1.3)

and is- considered to be a small quantity of order j^t, so that
a

on substituting (4.1.3) into (4.1.1) quantities of order can

be neglected. This gives

g - ^ e ...(4.1.4)
22

Brillouin arrived at an equation very similar to this, and solved

it by what would nowadays be called the method of Green's functions -

physically, by adding wavelets shattered from all points of the

liquid. The method used here is different.

Because the variable g does not occur explicitly in (4.1.4)
the Laplace transform of the wave function is taken with respect to

/ ; this is oO

scij = JV'xfei)#- ...(4.1.5)

By means of two integrations by parts it is easily shown that the

Laplace transform of —- is
<*> ^

~ pX(H ...(4.1.6)
o
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The initial conditions in this expression can he set equal to zero

because the boundary conditions (including the neglect of reflections)

are already satisfied by the zero-order solution (4.1.2). The Laplace-

transformed version of the inhomogeneous equation (4.1.4) is therefore

<kv{ p-ik^o
The relevant particular solution of (4.1.7) must be an even periodic

function of with period A 5 these conditions follow from the

symmetry of the physical situation. It now follows easily that
- 2 \z cosi/cj
(pV k'f.'-l'%?-&/*„) .. .(4.1.3)SOpp)

The Laplace transform (4.1.8) must be inverted to obtain

the first correction term ^ in the perturbation expansion of the
wave function. Use of the inversion formula

c+i>o

*2*1 > ...(4.1.9)
together with the observation that the singularities of ,5 in the

p -plane are simple poles at±i,Jfcand i or recourse to
tables, gives

-kMo)
...(4.1.10)

This expression can be simplified by noting that in all experiments

so far carried out the ratio jz* is lessthan 10' so that, to a
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very good approximation,

~ "4; -(4.1.11)
Use of this approximation in (4.1.10) yields t

+ e if [*/*"' j-lr* —p J
~

p- e e S'XA^ [^e ■+ e J> •••(4.1.12)
where the basic parameters X and j> are defined by (1.3).

Thus, finally, the approximate wave function in the liquid is

-e'^1 + e "lVj ...(4.1.13)

4.2. Fourier analysis of the solution; discussion

Examination of the approximate wave function in the liquid

as given by equation (4.1.13) shows that in addition to the central

beam there have appeared two "sidebands" characterised by ^-direction
wave numbers ± lr . This is a standard result, valid whenever two

23
waves interact weakly . The sidebands have an amplitude modulation

which is a function of £ . Since it is assumed that no reflection

occurs at the exit face of the vessel, these three beams will emerge

as plane waves into the air outside, the sidebands having constant

amplitudes equal to the values of the amplitude modulation factors

at . The central beam and the two sidebands are of course the

zero-order and first-order diffracted beams, and their amplitudes

V



can be written down at once by inspection of (4.1.13)} they are

I

114,^ /' ...(4.2.1)
so that the intensities of the three beams are

T =1
—o

-Lti —

...(4.2.2)

Comparison of this final result with the expressions of

Brillouin is not a straightforward matter, since in his perturbation
22

treatment Brillouin considers an incident light beam of finite ex¬

tension along the f^-axis. The physical situation is thus no longer
rigorously periodic in ^ , so that the wave function beyond the
vessel cannot be Fourier-analysed into a series of beams travelling

in sharply-defined directions. Instead, just as in the case of a

diffraction grating with a finite number of lines, light emerges in

all directions, with intensity maxima at the diffraction angles

(equation (2.1.6)) which are sharper the greater the number of

sound wavelengths spanned by the light beam.

The expressions given by Brillouin give the intensity of

the first-order lines at any angle near to the first-order diffraction

angles. If his expressions are evaluated for directions of observation

actually at the diffraction angles it is to be expected that they

should at least resemble (4.2.2). In fact the dependence on the
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thickness of the vessel, namely 5)0*^' , is the same, but instead of
4/P* Brillouin gets a factor involving the size of the finite ex¬
tension of the light beam along the Vj -axis and the distance to
the point of observation. The expressions should of course not be

expected to agree completely because of the different physical situations

to which they refer.

From an experimental point of view the model used in this

thesis is justifiable, because the spectral lines are nearly always

extremely sharp - even quite narrow light beams span a fairly large

number of sound wavelengths.

The perturbation theory outlined in this chapter can only

be expected to be valid if the incident beam is hardly modified

in its passage through the liquid; this implies that the first-order

diffracted beams must be of low intensity. A glance at (4.2.2) shows

that the condition for this is that |0 must be large. But from the
definition of p (1.5), this happens when yt/t, is small, which means
that the sound beam must be faint, as it must be for the perturbation

to be small.

22
In the monograph presenting the perturbation theory Brillouin

also gives a more exact solution of the wave equation, this time

under the physical conditions treated in this thesis (infinitely wide

light beam). He calculates this solution only in the limit of.large

P , and as expected the result is identical with (4.2.2), and is
the first appearance of that expression in the literature. The more
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accurate theory will be examined in chapter 5«

The perturbation theory described in this chapter can of

course be extended to give higher-order correction terms; this extension

will be performed in chapter 11, when techniques will have been

developed to enable the necessary calculations to be performed syste¬

matically and easily.

The phase-lattice theory and the perturbation theories

should both be valid when X. is small; this is because the rays

will not have penetrated far enough into the sound beam either to

have been bent much or to have been perturbed much. It is interesting

to verify that the intensity expressions in the two theories do in

fact coincide for small aC . When X. is actually zero they must agree,

because of the boundary conditions there, and when x. is small

equations (4.2.2) become

XD £r|

^ X?- ?) ...(4.2.3)
Xj "" 4"

which is also the limit of equation (2.2.3) of "the phase-lattice

theory, since

T [x) — -X ...(4.2.4)
iw 2h

for small X .
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CHAPTER 5

AN EXACT SCALAR WAVE THEORY

The theories of ultrasonic diffraction that have been described

so far (chapters 1 through 4) are only valid in restricted physical

situations. From now on theories will be described which apply in

all the experimentally attainable cases. The diffraction problem

will not be solved in its full electromagnetic generality (see In¬

troduction and chapter 5)5 instead, exact solutions will be found

for the scalar wave equation.

In the present chapter an explicit solution will be derived

in terms of Mathieu functions. A completely rigorous theory has already
g

been given, by Wagner ; this theory was based on Maxwell's electromag¬

netic equations, and treated the general case including oblique

incidence of the light. Wagner found that polarisation effects should

be completely negligible for all experimental conditions where diffraction

is observable - and certainly for the situation considered here,

where the light is incident normally on the vessel. This theoretical

result confirms the expectation that, a scalar wave theory will account

for all the experiments.(Further evidence for this is provided in

chapter 6, where the basic equations of the rigorous electromagnetic

5
theory of Bhatia and Noble are compared with those of the scalar

wave theory.)

Wagner gets explicit expressions for the amplitudes % of
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the transmitted diffracted beams. However, he is mainly concerned

with elucidating the qualitative effects of varying the parameters

involved, particularly the angle of incidence (which is not relevant

here). Consequently his expressions are not designed for numerical

calculations. Further, although Wagner implicitly includes the effect

of reflected waves (by using correct boundary conditions), he does

not give explicit expressions for their amplitudes.

In this chapter the solutions of the scalar diffraction

problem will be expressed in terms of the quantities relating to

Mathieu functions tabulated in the comprehensive National Bureau

of Standards Tables' . Also, the effect of reflected waves will be

examined in detail for the first time; this will provide a complete

justification for the use of approximate boundary conditions in the

rest of the work, as well as clarifying the assumptions used in

earlier work by other people.

5.1. Calculation of the wave function in the liquid by the method

of separation of variables

Substitution of the dimensionless variables

...(5.1.1)

into the scalar Helmholtz equation (3.1.1) for the light in the

liquid yields
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£ 2^ ' ...(5.1.2)

To solve this equation by the method, of separation of variables

it is necessary to find elementary solutions of the form

<pCx,vj) = X(x) Yty . ...(5.1.3)

The wave equation. (5.1.2) does not contain ac explicitly, so that

it is possible to take

V ( \ -

Ar c ) ...(5.1.4)

where the index r will be used to distinguish the various possible

values of the eigenvalue CL . To find the equation satisfied by j »

(5.1.3) and (5.1.4) must be substituted into (5.1.2); this gives

...(5.1.5)

where

j^+ (Cr~-H2^ *0>
C . 4-tfkW

If' ^

S/ f. f .. .(5.1.6)

Equation (5.1.5) is Mathieu's equation. Because of the

symmetry of the physical situation it is necessary to choose solutions even

and periodic in Cj with period . Such solutions are
per

y * Se h'5) - 1 s) coslny .
f 2r «»o 2n

...(5.1.7)
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The functions S€Lr correspond to the eigenvalues

Cr - KrW- y
£
Z ...(5.1.8)

and are normalised by the condition

Sezr (°,s) ~ I • ...(5.1.9)

26 w
In the NBS tables the Fourier coefficients V/£ and the eigenvalues

\i<Lzr are tabulated for the ranges

04<-il5 1
m 4 so f ' ...(5.1.10)

The most general solution of (5.1.2) compatible with the

symmetry of the physical situation is a superposition of elementary

solutions (5.1.3) for all permissible values of the eigenvalue CL •

Thus the exact wave function in the liquid is

Sev0j,*)(Are'ar?c +" 5/ & '*'*), ...(5.1.11)
r = o

.where the /{ and must be determined from the boundary conditions.

5.2., Derivation of useful properties of Mathieu functions

In order to find the amplitudes of the reflected and trans¬

mitted diffracted beams outside the vessel, boundary conditions at

the entrance and exit faces must be used. These lead to a set of

four equations for K , 8/ and the reflected and transmitted amplitudes;
these equations are derived and solved in later sections. In order to
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carry out the solution, certain properties of Mathieu functions

aire needed; this section is devoted to the derivation of these properties.

First of all, the basic solutions will be written in

terras of exponentials instead of cosines. It is easy to see that

(5.1.7) can be rewritten

SetrC<j>0 = Y D*((sJ e'2tl, ...(5.2.1)
n-.-io

where

De*r Cn

The normalisation condition (5.1.9) implies that
co

...(5.2.2)

IC-I.
rii-po

...(5.2.5)

Solutions of Mathieu's equation corresponding to different

eigenvalues are orthogonal; thus

~~ ...(5.2.4)
V
o

or
2AT

*0 - j u fZw + i»v\)

rtx-fi Mz-eO 0
...(5.2.5)

But

J e ' 2r ... (5.2.6)
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so that (5.2.5) becomes
OO

D2r rr5 - K*Uz, ^zn £—- 1 ...(5.2.7)
0--->o

r\tr
using the fact that \)lA is even in n (see(5.2.2)). The normalisation
constant is thus

00

In" V
...(5.2.3)

A : -rf>

In the NBS tables the actual quantities tabulated are n ar whereIf w

Nz<-- Vf\z ...(5.2.9)
The final form of the orthogonality relation (5.2.4) is thus

Y- ^rv ^ * Ys . ...(5.2.10)
n»-oo

A completeness relation between the D^can be derived
using the fact that any reasonably well-behaved even periodic function

of y of period 7^ can be expanded in a series of the Sear. if
is such a function,

f(<fi -£ Kr Sezr. ...(5.2.11)
r = 0

Since "j" is defined to be periodic in y it can be expanded in
a Fourier series

0° 12A

...(5.2.12)

i2#t w
The coefficients of e in the Fourier expansions of each side of

(5.2.11) can now be equated to give
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~ I KCL •* t" r z* ' ...(5.2.13)r

Multiplication by , summation over n and use of (5.2.10) yields

'Xa1' ...(5.2.14)
•\ ^

so that )Cris known and can be substituted into (5.2.13), giving

]L a«n(2lflir )'0. ...(5.2.15)
Now £ can be any function at all provided it is periodic and even

so that the Ct^ are arbitrary and independent (except that they are

even in m). Thus, from (5.2.15), the completeness relation between the

d: i-
^

^Zr ^2n = ...(5.2.16)
r = O

5.3. Introduction of boundary conditions

The boundary conditions in the scalar wave theory of light

are that across a surface of discontinuity of the refractive index

the wave function and its normal derivative are continuous. In the

present problem there are two such surfaces: the entrance plane X- O

and the exit plane

In order to apply the continuity conditions at these surfaces

the wave function must be known in three regions: infront of the

liquid, in the liquid, and beyond the liquid. In the liquid, the wave

function is given by (5.1.11).
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...(5.5.1)

In the air (which will be treated as a vacuum) on either

side of the vessel the refractive index is unity, and the wave equaticn

with variables (5.1.1) is

+ W -O

The symmetry of the problem again demands that (£> be periodic
in y with period 71" , so t hat

(f> (x.y) - A„ W e . ...(5.5.2)
» S -0L>

Substitution into (5.5*1) yields

4% r\_ «ek* ) X -o, ...(5.5.5)

which has the solution

X pA C-

± ftji- «*%.'
...(5.5.4)

The general expression for the wave function outside the vessel

is thus r~

<frfcy) = Z + Fe
. ...(5.5.5)

If the original variables £ and vj are restored, (5•5«5)
is seen to represent a series of plane waves with total wave number

, Y| wave number nil, and £ wave number • These are the
diffracted beams, and they travel at angles
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9a * SU1 ^ ...(5.3.6)
to the £ -axis. All these mathematical consequences of the periodicity
of the problem are physically obvious effects of the sound wave

considered as a diffraction grating.

In (5.3.5) "the waves with positive J wave number (amplitudes

[f ) represent waves travelling along +£ , while waves with negative

£ wave number (amplitudes Fn ) represent waves along . Now
there is only one wave travelling along +£ infront of the vessel;
this is the incident wave, which can be taken as having unit intensity.

Beyond the vessel there are no waves travelling along -§ . Thus in the

two regions outside the vessel the wave functions are

...(5.3.7)
Its -tO

and
CO
r- , I'?*;, +- fjh

fw - 2_ te * ...(5.3.3)

In these equations the are the amplitudes of the reflected diff¬

racted beams, and the those of the transmitted diffracted beams.

The wave function in the liquid, given by (5.1.11), can be

rewritten with the aid of (5-2.1) as

-Si- i 2«i

$ -r • iD:(^"'%gre-iwi ...(5.5.9)
n » -«>c r=c)
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The "boundary conditions are

, j Cl'V
<p (o,«j) = <f

^•3C

CXife/l^) , C'%)
C^My) - r )

dj (ku,otH) = CftMj)

(ui).

3x a*

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

A

y . ...(5.3.10)

y
To save writing unnecessarily complicated expressions, these boundary

conditions will be applied not to the wave functions themselves
L2nu

but to the coefficients of e in them; this is permissible because

the boundary conditions are independent of y . Also, from here on

X will refer to the constant (as in (1.5))'» and. not (as

hitherto in this chapter) to the variable k/*.£ ; no confusion will
result from this because the variable £ will not occur again in

this chapter.

Application of the boundary conditions (5.3.10) to the

Fourier coefficients of the wave functions (5•3«7) through (5.3.9) gives

oC -V-
r\{? f di; ov+o

r* o

s
x+o

I V~ r\zr f a' "V*- 1-7' "tarx^
r* sf?

(«:h*-B,V-'*)
1

r =0

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

\ (5.3.11)
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The quantities of primary interest are the transmitted

diffracted amplitudes ^ ; this suggests that n, f\f , and Br
should he eliminated from (5-3.H) to give an equation for alone.

Division of ("b) of that set by and addition of (a) gives

2Ko =Z r>) + ...(5.3.12)r *0 _ *1 u'' «* b» -j

which does not contain ^ . Multiplication of each of (c) and (d)

by U and summation over n yields, with the aid of the ortho-

gonality relation (5.2.10),

f\l + K eT*'*- «2*C X. t>
n - -do

a, J,,e^x . 2_£ £ £ £(b)
rt'-tD

2 r

where

f.i, ■ t«

(a)

•, ...(5.3.13)

...(5.3.14)

Equations (5«3.t3) immediately lead to

r;- (a)

(b)

...(5.3.15)

B;- ^r: 0:(1-^)
Substitution of and 0^ into (5.3.12) gives, finally, the required

equation for ; it is
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oo k> r

.(5.3.16)

5.4. Calculation of transmitted diffracted amplitudes

It does not seem possible to solve (5.3.16) exactly for

Vpn . However, it is possible to find an approximate solution which
is so accurate as to be just as good as an exact solution over ail

experimental ranges. The approximation consists simply in writing,

in equation (5.3.16),

jT7 n7r ' /i- . ...(5.4.1)

This approximate equality will clearly not hold when m and n are

large and very different, but it will be shown that in this case

oi:£ is vanishingly small, so that the term involving the
square roots will be negligible in (5.3.16).

Some idea of the physical meaning of this approximation

is obtained by realising that the square root terms for n so large

that 0 I*/)£ exceeds unity arise in (5.3.16) as a result of applying
the boundary conditions to those waves outside the vessel whose §
wave numbers are imaginary. These "waves" are just disturbances

which vanish exponentially away from the vessel (provided of course

that the exponentially increasing solutions are ignored as unphysical);

these disturbances are physically uninteresting. The approximation

(5.4.1) corresponds to the neglect of the effect of these evanescent
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waves on the L^n . This is entirely reasonable, since experimentally
the intensities become negligibly small long before the § wave

number of the n'th beam gets anywhere near to zero - in other words

the angles (equation (5«3.6)) are always very small (at most a

few degrees).

Only a broad outline of the justification of (5.4.1) will

be given here.A very thorough qualitative discussion based on the use

of graphs is given by Wagner .

When 5 (equation (5.1.6)) is small,

Se2r0jg)— 2r3
for all r, so that, from (5.2.1),

...(5.4.2)

zr i ^|»nl,2r ^ *°^
Dz„ ~ f ' ...(5.4.3)

is thus a sharply localised function of n, and the product DZ C,
will be zero unless m is very close to n; the use of (5.4.1) is thus

vindicated for small 5 .

'When 5 is large the situation is slightly more complicated.

For a given large S , the Mathieu functions whose orders r exceed
zf

2J? are given by the approximate formula (5.4.2), do that the Dln
are again sharply localised functions of n and (5.4.1) can be used.

_7 r

For the same large S but smaller r the Dn begin to spread along
the n-axis, until when r falls below the DZn are appreciable
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only along the portion of the n-axis for which < (2-r+-0 S ^ .

nzr r\2r*
If either m or n lie outside this range, then of course t), L) js7 IW 2*1

negligible, and (5.4.1) holds; if, however, m and n are both within

this range ,\n|<(2.r-H] S ) then the terras in (5.4.1)

involving the m or n must be examined more closely. These terms satisfy

the inequalities

n^k- < ur-ti)js
< 2 SVt
= 52 sv*/a.JA,
< 10"' ,

...(5.4.4)

3 -4
since the largest values 5 and jax can have are about 10 and 10
respectively. This means that the two members of equation (5.4.1)

are equal to within 5^5 in view of the fairly slow dependence of

(5-3.16) on these square root terms this is accurate enough.

Now that the approximation (5.4.1) has been justified for all

relevant ranges of the variables and indices, the exact equations

(5.4.13) can be replaced by a simplified set, which can be solved

exactly.

It will be convenient to define

so that the basic equations (5.3*16) become

'o-o.
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cx?

The approximation (5.4.1) means that

,zr r f r-vir / <~

r\iS jrr
Multiplication of (5.4.6) by , replacement of J by "J > summation
over n and use of the orthogonality relation (5.2.10) gives

,C £2. 0£
L ^ __ \ . i . \ «. 7 /»» 5r <— -»^2D, = I L I/tO' I CD"v*,-oO *r J *«*1 2(M JT 2m *«

r d»»/2 . ...(5.4.8)

_;5
r

M x -DO

l ^5 / 5
Multiplication of (5.4.8) by n,. D /-f , replacement of y byw in / y m»H

t , summation over s and use of the completeness relation (5.2.16)
J

gives

p°

AID^IKJC E/i.
The final result, after replacing £

^ by ,

1 irc? feci*-)

is

...(5.4.9)

Since exponentially decaying disturbances outside the vessel

have beenVdglected, it is consistent to neglect them inside the

vessel as well. This is the basis of a simplification of (5.4.9).
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The ^ og involve the quantities ; from (5.1.6)

...(5.4.10)
4- 4* ^ p

the last line being a very accurate approximation since never

exceeds 10~^. The simplification involved in neglecting evanescent

waves inside the liquid consists in treating the second term under

the. radical in (5.4.10) as small relative to the first; this will now

be shown to be justified.

When p exceeds unity the approximate form of the eigenvalues
is

Ire
r - (2*) .&

.25

...(5.4.11)

< l0'z

In this case of large O the D are negligible if the index s exceeds
I in

1 or 2. Because p never exceeds about 100 this means that
r\b_s ' ~-z

4-' ~ I P
and "the approximation is justified for large 0 .

In the contrary case, where p £ I} the asymptotic form of the
eigenvalues is

lreJS — (4**0%, ...(5.4.13)
so that even when the index s is as big as 100 and the sum (5.4.9)
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for has 100 terms - a case never encountered in practice -

the inequality

(re (£J - C4*+i )/"<>/•J? ^ 10 ' ...(5.4.14)

holds.

These considerations lead to the following excellent app¬

roximations to in ^ = in the fairly slowly-varying factors

multiplying the exponentials (see (5.4.5))

/t, Ar — fto , ...(5.4.15)

a r - % ...(5.4.16)

while in the rapidly-varying exponentials themselves

\b

2

Thus when all evanescent waves are neglected the transmitted

diffracted amplitudes become

J-. ,. - f c£ ftlf.W (*„,<)'-(5.4.17>
r = o

This result can be further simplified by observing that

/fe\X
\u-vi j is less than about 0.02 for most liquids, so that the second

term in the denominator of (5.4.17) can be neglected in comparison

with the first. But to the same approximation A can be regarded
as unity, so that the expression for the transmitted diffracted
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amplitudes becomes, finally,

d:D:4'«w3
r-0

...(5.4.18)

The physical interpretation of this last approximation is fairly

obvious; is the reflection coefficient of the slab of liquid,

and its neglect is presumably equivalent to the neglect of the reflected

waves (amplitudes cK ). This conjecture is verified in the next

section, where the whole question of the nature and importance of

the reflected waves is discussed.

5.5• Discussion of reflected diffracted waves

The amplitudes of the reflected waves can be found

from (5.3.11a), (5.3.15) and (5-4.17); they are

f -o

- "J.. ^ 11 fit or <£ U

XT

C

no

iaf)C (/*<>-')
...(5.5.1)

As a first check that this expression makes physical sense,

its value in the limit XxO will be investigated. In this case

there is no liquid, so there should be no reflected waves. In fact
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°<VN(p) s + 2 Z Ajr ^2* ~
f: * ...(5.5.2)

by (5.2.16).

Another interesting case is where there is no sound wave at

all, so that ytzS*Q. Here it is to be expected that (5.4.17) and

(5.5.1) reduce respectively to the expressions for the transmitted

and reflected amplitudes from a parallel-sided homogeneous slab.

When S is zero

±§*rjan| ^
«

(r ' 0")

'in

_ 2r

n, 0

r,«

1

2

% y

Using these expressions, the amplitudes become

___ 4-/* O , o

(/V-0 e -^Uo-0 e '

...(5.5.3)

...(5.5.4)

and

cx) -- a( /C-') *"AkD ■*.,<>
\v £ ) ...(5.5.5)

which are just the known results for the case of light incident

normally on a parallel-sided homogeneous slab.
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A final check on (5.5.1) and (5-4.17) is provided, by the

conservation of energy; the sum of the intensities of all the

(reflected and transmitted) diffracted beams should be unity - the

intensity of the incident light. It should thus be possible to show

that

^ v.
• ~

v\ - -<*>
t. + - i . ...(5.5.6)
v\ - -P0

Now

IMS-Will
" *" * " 16yW^ tti2Qri +- 4tyfi-l)*sia*4JC

.ITfSZ
r-o l^cos^a^c +

...(5.5.7)

ana r ■>

16 jii-<oila ry- +-4-(/u/+i)l<!?nzarx

5|.n^ A^rr
r-o \(,jx? cos^af^ -V- 4{fZ+\)xsiS*r>c ...C5.5.S)

It is thus clear that (5•5-6) holds, and with it the conservation

of energy.
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The nature of the approximation leading from (5.4.17) to

(5.4.13) must now be investigated. If is unity - the case for

which (5.4.18) is valid - then(5.5.l) becomes

* , -bn0H- 2-f Pi! Dj' - O, ...ts.5.9)

by (5.2.16), so that, as expected, there are no reflected diffracted

waves. The results (5.4.18) and (5-5.9) can be regarded as the first

terms in expansions of (5.4.17) and- (5.5-1) in rising powers of the

quantity aA--/V' . For an idea of the accuracy of the approximation
it will be necessary to find the next term - at least for the reflected

waves. (5.5-1) becomes
-ten*.

r

2e +2
4eiaf3C + 4tyo e~iarX"~2LAf*? s\na,X

- <r„)

* A-h [ •* 4) J /

...(5.5.10)

where (5.4.18) has been used.

This interesting result implies that the intensities of the

reflected diffracted beams are (with the exception of the zero-order)
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proportional to the intensities of the transmitted diffracted "beams

from a vessel twice as deep. The proportionality constant is

~ 3 X ...(5.5.11)
The smallness of this indicates that the effects of the reflected

waves are generally almost negligible; this means that it would be

quite difficult to verify (5•5•10) experimentally, although it might

just be possible.

Equation (5.5.10) can be deduced from (5.4.18) by a simple

physical argument. The only contributions of any importance to the

reflected amplitudes are considered to result from just one

reflection at the boundaries. These contributions arise from two

sources: reflection of the incident beam at the entrance face, and

reflection of the diffracted beams at the exit face. Simple consi¬

derations based on the wave equation show that the incident amplitude

is reduced by a factor

(X-0 - ■£=. - .

r \ = 2. ...(5.5.12)

which is reflected, while the diffracted beams at the exit face are

reflected with the same amplitude reduction factor, this time with

a positive sign. After being reflected at the exit face the beams are

diffracted by a further distance 0 of liquid before being transmitted

out through the entrance face to join the part of the incident beam

which was reflected there without entering the liquid. The sum of
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these two contributions is just (5.5.10) - a very satisfactory result.

In most theoretical treatments of the problem reflected

waves have been neglected from the beginning. It is impossible to satisfy

the four boundary conditions (5.3«H) if the amplitudes and

of the reflected waves within and without the liquid are neglected.

However, if the conditions (b) and (d) of that set of equations are

ignored the resulxing simplified system can be solved immediately

and exactly to give (5.4.18); this is an entirely reasonable procedure

since (b) and (d) represent continuity of the normal derivative

of the wave function across the boundaries and it is this continuity,

rather than continuity of the wave function itself, which makes it

mathematically necessary to introduce reflected waves.

In the light of this detailed examination of the reflected

22
waves and their effects the approximate ytreatments of Brillouin

15and Extermann and Wannier are perfectly satisfactory. The procedure

25
employed by Mertens is not so consistent; he puts the equal

to zero, but retains the $ j solving the equations (a), (b) and (c)

but ignoring (d). This means that the two boundary planes are treated

in an unsymmetrical way, with no apparent justification. This procedure

hardly alters the magnitude of the resulting expressions, but it

does make them unnecessarily complicated.

These considerations about the neglect of the continuity

conditions on the X derivative of the wave function suggest that the

operator in the wave equation (5.1.2) can be replaced to a very good
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approximation by an operator not involving the second derivative

of the wave function with respect to X (hut of course involving the

first derivative). This is in fact possible, and in chapter 7 a

formalism will be developed along these lines.

3.6. Conclusion

This chapter has presented a complete solution to the problem

of finding accurate expressions for the diffracted amplitudes under

all experimental conditions. For the purpose of numerical calculation,

however, the main result (5.4.13) is not altogether satisfactory.

Future chapters will be devoted to the development of alternative

solutions which do not depend on tables of Mathieu functions.

First, however, it will be shown that the rigorous electro-

5
magnetic theory of Bhatia and Noble leads to almost the same basic

equations as the set (5.3.11) of the present chapter. This is done

in chapter 6.
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CKAPTER 6

COMPARISON OF EXACT SCALAR '//AVE THEORY WITH EXACT ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY

OF BHATIA AND NOBLE

It is clearly desirable to compare the scalar wave theory of chapter

5 with an exact treatment based on electromagnetism. The theory

chosen for this comparison is the extremely elegant formulation

of the ultrasonic diffraction problem in terms of an integral equation

devised by Bhatia and Noble . In physical terms, this treats the

light disturbance at a point as being the sum of the incident light

and light scattered to the point from all parts.of any matter that

may be present; allowance is made for the time of transit of the

scattered waves between the scattering point and the point of obser¬

vation.

In this chapter the rigorous basic equations given by the

theory of Bhatia and Noble will be stated. They will then be manip¬

ulated until they are in a form suited to direct comparison with

the exact basic equations (5«3»H) of the scalar wave theory. This

will allow investigation of the nature of the approximation in which

the two theories are equivalent.

6.1. Statement of basic equations given by integral equation method

The equations in this section are identical with those in the

original paper"' of Bhatia and Noble, except for the following minor
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alterations and simplifications:

i) The notation has been changed throughout to correspond

with that used so far.

ii) The frequency n of the sound wave has been set equal

to zero in accordance with the assumption stated in the Introduction.

iii) Several intermediately defined quantities in the paper

have-been eliminated.

iv) The signs of the phases of all the waves have been re¬

versed.

v) Equation (6.3') in the paper has been corrected by

putting the quantity d there equal to zero and multiplying one side

of the equation by -1; this is in accordance with the corresponding
23

expression quoted in a later report of the work

vi) The intensity of the incident wave has been taken as

unity.

The first of the basic equations of Bhatia and Noble, then,

states that the wave function in the liquid is

$K V f fj 't"1"!+M zJv, e , ...(6.1.1)
r

where the first summation is over all possible values of the quantities

. These possible values are determined by the following finite

difference eigenvalue problem: the sequence ,related by
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must converge as | n | -^ oO . The are still undetermined to

within a factor depending on r but not on n; this indefiniteness

is removed by the further equations

<\r * JFF?F"
■(6.1.3)

and

vK*Nrn"^ = 2_ ^
r (ft-0

... (6.1.4)

The Nrn and <^r can now be used to determine the quantities
of interest, namely the amplitudes ^ and of the transmitted
and reflected diffracted waves. These are given by

,
. 3JV ,

Irt Jk ' 1 ^ 2 4" 4/>l T Ll t!z r (<(/ + 2r-*-n*k J
..(6.1.5)

and

°<o JkLnltv = X N_rnlil J^-^) . . (6.1.6)

Bhatia and Noble did not attempt to solve these equations

exactly; instead, they calculated the first few terms in the Born

approximation to their solution.
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6.2. Development of basic equations

The first step in relating the equations of the last section

to the basic equations (5«3»H) of the scalar wave theory is the reali¬

sation that while (6.1.2) involves , (6.1.3) involves <^r . This
means that the r-dependent factors, within which the N rn from

(6.1.2) are undetermined, will be different according as c^f is t-;

+Jv or -JiT . It is convenient to use a notation displaying the
two ^separately; thus

WrI • A) Mr, (VtG7*M
r* }) ...(6.2.1)M.

= 5^' Mfrt [\( » -Ifr)

where the a set of any solutions of (6.1.2) which are even in

n and convergent as M-*'- Incidentally, the fact that there are

two sets of that have to be separately normalised is the reason

why there are two subsidiary equations (6.1.3) and- (6.1.4) instead

of the one which is usual in other similar problems.

The basic equations (6.1.2) through (6.1.6) can now be trans¬

formed by separating the in them into two sums, over Nrrt (with
r

lfr ) and over Njfrt (with -\fr ), r going from zero to infinity in

each. This gives

I-
1., „ -5W,+Mr~\-n

, ...(6.2.2)
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- !L±— ] .a

ho* r" l({rr+-J)?V£r* (tv-/F^l)j 1 ...(6.2.3:

pPM -H ZJ*>f*°(Mr«r>+Ar*Xrj^ g/ ls 2(U&) Sn 0

~~ra rY) i^-jkVui (trP-i-j^-^r 3k(jj^-() "'^6'2'Ai

1>e*'S& -5^? Kt^ibr-FZIrj].
...(6.2.5)

and

^ n-r-rr; . yjfe1 f [ft)(M^)-g,' Qrr+Ju-.„'l,')_
"

2 ^3 («V«-2fel+1*,') ...(6.2.6)

Equations (6.2.3) and (6.2.4) can be simplified with the

aid of (6.2.2); this yields

f ^ ciW> - By%sJ£w?)l
fra {n*P*2 kW) -oj...(6.2.7)

and

f- Mfn[p>;Clrf +/k^?fr)-8/((rr,
^7o (n^ZkSl,^ "tr
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It is convenient to form the combinations ((6.2.6)+(6.2.8)),

C(6.2.6)—(6.2.8)), ((6.2.5)-(6.2.7)) and ((6.2.5)+(6.2.7)). If the

equality

\sr 0 = CLr x - cxr \LjA, D ...(6.2,9)

(deduced by comparing (6.1.1) with (5-3-9)) is used, the results are

CO

, ...(6.2.11)
'f 30

JW), ...(6.3.12,
r :e»

£/",<vMr,[A;e*tg/e-i'<xJx ^zWl--'6-2-1''^
rso

6.3. Comparison of exact scalar wave theory with electromagnetic theory

In order that the equations (6,2.10) through (6.2.13) be

identical with the four basic equations (5.3.11) of the scalar wave

theory, it is clearly sufficient that

M X 5^ - - D2r • ...(6.3.1)

p2T
The defining equations for the UZn are (5.1.5)> (5.1.6),

(5.1.7) and (5.2,1); they are equivalent to the difference equation
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C„+ C,) ■ o., ...(6.5.2)

However, the corresponding equation of the electromagnetic theory,

(6.2.2), can be rewritten

...(6.3.3)

It is now clear that the identification (6.3.1) is possible

whenever the approximation

az lr* -.»-»■ «- ■ ■ 2-

k2
. U a/ :£2s+ / 7 ...(6.3.4)

holds. In section 5-4. it was shown that the excellent approximations

...(6.3.5)

y,V ^ /C
are valid - for the physical reason that the effects of exponentially

decaying disturbances inside and outside the vessel are negligible.

These approximations imply (6.3.4) and hence (6.3.1).

The approximations (6.3.5) were necessary in the scalar theory

in order to get closed solutions for the diffracted amplitudes. It

is, however, just this approximation which makes the scalar theory

equivalent to the electromagnetic theory. The two theories are thus

identical to just the degree of approximation necessary for their

closed solution. The solutions are then given by (5.4.17) and (5.5.1).



CHAPTER 7

INTRODUCTION OF THE RAMAN-NATH EQUATION

In chapters 5 and. 6 it was shown that the ultrasonic diffraction

problem can be solved to a very satisfactory approximation under

the following assumptions:

i) The scalar wave theory of light can be used (this is

equivalent to neglecting exponentially decaying disturbances near the

walls of the vessel).

ii) Reflected waves inside and outside the liquid can be

neglected.

When these approximations are made, the amplitudes of the

transmitted diffracted beams are given by equation (5.4.18). It is

often desirable to use alternative forms of this result; to derive

them, it is convenient to work with a functional equation, due to
29

Raman and Nath , for the amplitudes. Quantities relating to Mathieu

functions do not occur explicitly in this equation, although, of

course, (5.4.18) is one form for its solutions.

The Raman-Nath equation could be inferred from (5.4.18)

using properties of Mathieu functions; here, however, it will be

derived directly from the wave equation.

7.1. Simplification of the wave equation

The result of separating out the variable DC in the scalar

wave equation (5.1.2) for the light in the liquid is given by (5.1*5 )
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on account of (5.1.6) this involves the square of the eigenvalue o.r •

As shown in section 5-4, this eigenvalue is very close to

so that the substitution

Clr ~ — dr ...(7.1.1)
A

leads to the approximation

a' —- 2c(rMo ...(7.1.2)

which arises physically from the neglect of evanescent waves in

the liquid.

Substitution of (7.1.2) into (5.1.5) 5 and use of (5.1.6),

gives

+ %Ar X +■ * coi2y X * 0 .

cAvj2 ? P
if w satisfies (7.1.3)» then the quantity

T • 1
s ^ £ r ...(7.1.4)

...(7.1.3)

Now

r -o

satisfies

e ^ e 1
This is a modified form of the wave equation (5.1.2), and differs

(7.1.5)

from it in two respects: first, it involves not the actual wave

function (j> but a reduced function given by factoring out the
incident disturbance. Thus
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e I&y)-—(7.1.6)

Second, (7.1.5) is not exact because the approximation (7.1.2) has

been used.

7.2.Fourier analysis of the reduced wave function in the liquid;

application of boundary conditions

The ultrasonic diffraction problem is periodic in the variable '

vj with period X ; this means that the wave function in the liquid
can be Fourier analysed in the form

§(■x>i)z X/x) e- 5 ...(7.2.D
* - cO

If this is substituted into (7.1-5) and the coefficients of equal

exponentials equated to zero, the result is

2c ^.1 + + - 'f1 X.„ • ...(7.2.2)

This is a difference-differential equation in the variables zc anh

n relating the Fourier coefficients of the reduced wave function in the

liquid.

The very faint reflected waves which actually exist in

and in front of the liquid will be neglected. In front of the liquid,

then, only the incident wave exists; its reduced wave function at

is clearly

-1 = Y. e' ^ ...(7.2.3)
n 3 -po
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Thus the continuity condition at the entrance face yC'O gives

XJ°) " ' ...(7.2.4)

This boundary condition defines the solutions of (7.2.2) uniquely,

because that equation involves only the first derivative with respect

to X ; in particular the functions at the exit face are

defined. Comparison with (5«3.8) and. use of the approximation (5.4.1)

(physically, neglect of evanescent waves outside the liquid), gives,

for the boundary condition at the second face,

e '^Xjk/t.O) -- ...(7.2.5)

where the ^ are the required diffracted amplitudes beyond the

vessel. Since

IXJ = 1^1 > , ...(7.2.6)

the solutions of the difference-differential equation (7.2.2) at

the exit face suffice to determine the intensities of the diffracted

beams. As in chapter 5> the depth of the vessel will be treated as

a variable, and from now on X will mean kffi.
In order to arrive at the original equation of Raman and

Nath the following transformation is made:

XH M , ...(7.2.7)

and X is written for - X . Re-introduction of the earlier
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symbol ^ is justified here because the transformation leaves the
intensities unaffected (i.e. );. Thus, finally,

the Raman-Nath equation is

2 it" - t; * tb, / ...(7.2.8)
lX *

with the boundary condition

^Co) - &tn,o • ...(7.2.9)

The purpose of part I of this work will be to solve (7*2.8)

and (7*2.9) for all important ranges of p and X . Some of the
solutions which will be found have been obtained before; here they

will be rederived in ways which enable them to be extended easily.



PART I

SOLUTION OF THE RAMAN-NATH EQUATION

CHAPTER 8

FORMAL SOLUTION OF THE RAMAN-NATH EQUATION USING THE EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION

OF AN OPERATOR; EXPANSION OF THE RESULT

In this ohapter a formal solution of the Raman-Nath equation (7.2.8)

is derived; the elegant appearance of the solution belies its compu¬

tational uselessness, but the result gives some insight into the

nature of the diffraction process.

8.1. Introduction of operators and formal solution of the equation

The operator E is introduced, defined by

£- j~n ~ frt+r > ...(8.1.1)

where j"n is any function of n. This is simply the definition of the
30

well-known finite difference shift operator' . When written using

this new notation, (7.2.8) becomes

^ = - [f-f + Y"'J ^^• ...(8U.2)
ix 2
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This has the formal solution

f.M- 3 ...(8.1.3)

where is a function of n only, and depends on the boundary

conditions of the problem; to find this function, X is set equal

to zero. This gives

O
* e

, ...(8.1.4)

where (7»2.9) has been used. Thus

z(E~'-E + tp2)
(*) ~ e ^*,o ; ...(8.1.5)

which is the formal solution of the Raman-Nath equation.

This result is just the operator form of the standard matrix-

exponential solution for systems of first-order differential equations

with constant coefficients^"; this matrix solution considers the set

(• • • 'ji* • • • if'-i W ...) as an infinite-dimensional vector.
There are several ways of expanding (8.1.5); in the next

section one of these will be used to get a series for ^ in powers

of X . The other methods of expansion will not be given in detail,

because the results of applying them will be obtained more easily

in other ways in later chapters; in appendix (a) the general problem

of expanding operator expressions will be discussed.

8.2, Expansion of the solution as a power series in X

Perhaps the most obvious way to expand the exponential of
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an operator is to use the definition of the exponential function

as a power series. In the present case this gives

..........

It is not permissible to expand the powers of the sua of

the operators using the binomial theorem, because the terms in the

sum do not oommute; in fact

. ...(3.2.2)

The complexity of this conmutator is the basic reason why an exact

closed solution of the Raman-Nath equation has not been found; in

particular, it prevents an analytic expansion being found for

^ )' .

It is of course possible to perform the expansions mech¬

anically, for values of s limited only by the powers of endurance of

the calculator; for example

(r'-E + ip- £~2+ -^rA-Z
-LfC«x-C«•*•»)*) E -hBz , ...(8.2.3)

while

4-r\z+- ...(8.2.4)
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The number and complexity of the terms increases extremely rapidly

with s, and it has not been possible to spot the exact form of the

expressions.

One feature emerges clearly from the calculations: if

(£ + ) is expanded with all powers of fc taken through

to the right (to be ready to operate on )» then the expansion
rr5 c -s

contains all integral powers from t to t . This means that the

s'th term in the series (8.2.1) oontains Kronecker deltas with arguments

ranging from n+s,o to n-s,o. Thus the term in x.S in (8.2.1) only

contributes to those amplitudes for which \ n \ < s. This has a

simple physical significance: equation (8.2.1) is a series in rising

powers of x (the reduced dep-oh of the vessel), so that as the depth

inoreases from zero it is expected that more and more terms of the

series will be neoessary to give an accurate representation of the

amplitudes; but it has just been shown that each new term introduces

an additional pair of beams (those with n equal to ±s). Thus the

expressions so far found predict that as the light traverses the vessel

beams of higher and higher order appear - at least while X is still

fairly small; this is just what is observed to happen. It is interesting
22

to note that this phenomenon was explained qualitatively by Brillouin

in terms of successive diffraotions of the light between the various

orders. The fact that this interaction between the beams occurs is

of course the reason why the Raman-Nath equation is a difference

equation, relating for different n's.
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The ^ will now be written down from (8.2.1), (3.2.3)

and (8.2.4) up to terms in ; use is made of the faot that

involves the coefficient of £ in the expansion of (£ fm

V. - - f'f? ++■■■

~ 1 " ^ ' 'If' + " ' ...(3.2.5)

l|/ ; X*Cf) Tf£l)+ ('f) 3-

¥- 2L +. CP* _ (f2 + 3)x34_
2 "f" 4% ...(8.2.6)

^ , *•(«) * ft>) +^0) + |I (S.f) +• .. .
=

? + * ' ...(3.2.7)

Expressions for *f/Li and 8X6 no^ written out separately because

they can be found from the relation

^(X) --C-^^Cx). ...(8.2.3)

This expansion of ^ in powers of x was found originally
32

by Nath , who substituted
l«l c*o

Z i— ft„r 36"" ...(3.2.9)
2' /M I r»0

into the Raman-Nath equation. This results in a complicated paxtial
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difference equation for the whioh Nath solves in a stepwise'»\r

manner using the boundary condition

f\o0 ~ I , ...(8.2.10)

which follows from (8.2.9) and (7.2.9)• Nath gives the results of
? (

calculations up to order X for <-f<> "t° ^7 » and they are in agreement

with (8.2.5)> (8.2.6) and (8.2.7) as far as these go. For the case

of his result is

'fe+d + ~w~o■*"£>f-)x
v r + 0£_ . v+...

; '

...(3.2.11)
\J/4h560 5)60960 |^32(7 l^745"6

If this series converges at all, it does so very slowly unless and

X are both extremely small, so that it is useless for numerical

calculation.

S.
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CHAPTER 9

CORRECTION TERMS TO BESSEL-FUNCTION APPROXIMATION

In chapter 2 the phase-lattice theory of ultrasonic diffraction was

described; the result of this theory is that

I, » ...(9.0.1)

In the present chapter this result will be rederived from

the Raman-Nath equation, and the first few correction terms to it

will be calculated by an operator form of familiar perturbation theory.

It is believed that these correction terms have not been found before.

9.1« Formal solution of the Raaan-Nath equation in powers of fQ

It is required to solve the Raman-Nath equation (7.2.8)

in a series of ascending powers of yO . If jO is equated to zero
that equation becomes (with its boundary condition)

1'^ = J ...(9.1.1)
The solution of this is well known to be

Lt) = X (£) ' ...(9.1.2)

A simple demonstration of this result follows from the operator ex¬

ponential expression (8.1.5); if f) ~ O this becomes
d/ « «p * S ...(9.1.3)

11\ ^ * I o •



Commutation problems no longer arise in expanding this expression,

because EL and commute; thus

£(£-'-£) r X-| <-
e ^t\,o = e x e 1

v22-/
e 2 £ or

rr o

(H
• ICi)?©'

- e

cO n-t-r *

Ezr
r-zo

(~)r r x.\ <\+~2r
z fie, iz. liLtr V*/

•Xto- ...(9.1.

Some remarks must be made about the Bessel-funotion approx¬

imation. To arrive at (9.1.1) the quantity neglected in comparison

with unity is not p itself but ; this is clearly a bad
approximation for sufficiently 1 surge n, however small p may be.
Furthermore, while p can reach infinity (the case where there is
no sound wave), it can never be zero in any physical situation. This

means that (9.1.1) will be worst for the higher-order equations,

and since these higher-order equations "mainly" determine the higher-

order amplitudes, it can be expected that (9.1.4) will sulways be a

bad approximation for the higher orders, and will be bad for the

lower orders too as soon as X gets large enough for these to have

been sufficiently influenced by the higher-order beams.

To examine these matters further it is obviously desirable

to obtain correction terms to (9.1.2). To do this, the amplitudes
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are represented in the form

•- vS

% W = XO'fJ ■ ...(9.1.5)
s - O

Substitution of this into the Raman-Nath equation (7.2.8) and use

of the new operator

1D - C~ ...(9.1.6)

yields, after equating coefficients of equal powers of p ,

(2D + r n* Go,*-/ ; ...(9.1.7)

or

A =■ ;— n* A-el. ...(9.1.Q)
2D-£ +E

The solution of (9.1.3), regarded as a first-order linear

homogeneous difference equation with oonstsnt coefficients in the

variable s, is

* [2D--E-.-<9-1.9)
But is known; it is simply the term independent of p in .
This is

^#e.W = ...(9.1.10)

so that, finally,
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The operator expressions in (9.1.11) will be evaluated in the next

section.

If a new operator is defined by

A l 2,

0 e
2j) 0 ' ...(9.1.12)

so that

0*7,04, ...(9.1.15)
then the series (9.1.5) can be formally summed, to give

% w" ^ ^' ...(9.1.14)

However, this result does not seem to be computationally useful.

9.2. Evaluation of operator expressions

In order to use (9.1.11) it is necessary to realise that

the operator 0 contains two noncommuting factors; that is, that

7 nzJ zfz Q ...(9.2.1).20-r'i-B

The effect of each of these factors on T will now be found in aj

form useful for later calculations.

Bessel's equation, satisfied by J*m (x) , is

+■ X<Q« 4- Cx2--*!1) Jn » Of ...(9.2.2)
dx* dx

so that

Tfjty-. (x^.xD+x%(x). ...(9.2.3)
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The expression

I

XV — fc

is formally equivalent to

ax

e

- j„ <*)

D -a '
since, due to (9.1-4),

10-e^E J* ~ 2J>-CE-'-E)e -"(9.2.4)
and the (B^-E) and the e commute with the X and £) . Thus,
from the well-known relation

I cot ox
e = X. e ...(9.2.5)

J>-a

there follows

I T. - 5-Zn z- U ...(9.2.6)

which can easily be verified on multiplying throughout by (£" - ->-2T> ).

From the further identity

I „ **■ M-H ox
^ - *

— ...(9.2.7)
V-°- M-H

follows

ZP * 2.0**0 " ...(9.2.8)

A final formula of this type follows from the relation
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, « nr«aaC r < r* PaX aX Mf* r x
rrx Ue ~ai77 sa— e s ^ a • ...(9.2.9)P"a *>-H

It is
M-riI »vi

_L -x 57. ■ €1 sfJA.
2 0-B ~^£ 2 (m-TO ...(9.2.10)

The only further formula required is the commutation rule

between %. and 0 , namely

[D,*] = i. ...(9.2.11)
The relations (9.2.3), (9.2.10), and (9.2.11) are sufficient

to determine the successively from (9.1.11). Alternative schemes

are possible, for example that based on the commutation relation

—^ ns - ( I
i -c~Lc ^ ~XP J —

...(9.2.12)
2D - ET'+E2D-£"Vp ^ IE J

where the symbolic product on the right-hand side is defined to be

the ordered binomial expression

("v %T - Ckf -.(9.2.13)
r *o

These other methods, however, are completely equivalent to the one

which will actually be used.

9.3. Calculation of first three correction terms to Bessel-function

approximation

In seotion 9.1. it was found that

= J, (x) • ...(9.3.1)
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The other AnS are found with the aid of (9.1.11). Prom the

formulas in seotion 9.2,

A

X. ~ ...(9.3.2)

^77 n*X2D-E*V£

J (x*D4+ *J> + *l)
2D-E*V£

= (*LD\ *19 tXJ\T

_ PC^p . X^W
c 6 47 /A

...(9.5.5)

/a = «!* J„ 4- .
nl 6 a 3*- ...(9.5.4)

This ends the calculation of /} .

Calculation of the subsequent ftn,is complicated by the
2

fact that after the n have been removed, using (9.2.3), then (9.2.10)

oannot in general be applied at once due to the presence of terms

like
'

_J wJDa x1 D* J„ ,
2 D -E"'+E

however, by successive applications of (9.2.11) the D 3 can all

be taken through to the right. For the calculation of ft nithe required

quantities are
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Dx ~ x D 1

Ox2" = xlP + 2x

02X | ...(9.2.5)
DV" *XxD,> 4-xDf-l

Use of previous formulas, together with (9«2«5)» gives

" 0 Jfl ...(9.3.6)
- 6(6jn)
= iL(2x3+-2^D%3xrD)T

12

+ 2x3DV ^D) J
2p -£"'+£ 12

_ 1

/2.C2-P-£"+£) (2xV2xJDl+ 3*lD)r*5VxD ♦ xlDx; J

= _J —■ (2x* + 2*?Dx+2X*» x'pVD1
aOP-fVE)

+ 2x3DVP r3x* D*7" ■+-?xti)xtDa- +-3xlDx D)
*

aO-P-g'+E) C2x^ll"2Dl~'"D^ + x^O^P^D ♦x* C'7pV'o) + JxxD]j^
A - -L (" * 0<-2Dltl^+ *fdl5*i3t>l)D i-2^Cl7DVlo)+*sD J J ,

nx 24-L J 5- 4. ' -* *> • ...19.2.7)

In order to express this in the same form as (9.2«4) -

involving only X » fl » > and - the D*^, P3J^ , and D*X
)>X.

must be rewritten. Use of

1 •••»•»•«
(which is just a restatement of (9.2.3)), yields
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H- Dx ■ i D
X* X

7-
x D

t

ll*1. VI*
_ J. .

J? x*
•—• 7-

x1

1*7 0^10
_ ^

X"1 ' W
%

it..*- .*4- -» >• /• z.

D
...(9.3.9)

xl s?

Substitution of these expressions into (9.3.7) gives, after a little

reduotion,

q . i^r7—'-I- fixV-HfiaXY
2+( t>° 3 30 ' n s 20 i3c (

This ends the calculation of

The case of A^j is similar, but the calculations are
far more tedious, and only the result will be given; it is

a . I ^ + 44g»y _ 131 ox3 - CfflV,\Tn*l \ l?i4*o 3CZ??P jZiTo o J Ur>

+ ( '3^V-,ll^- t xZ _6U_< NiJ,.V ^-320 134*40 604-? 120960 / ix, ...(9.3.11)

It has not been possible to infer the general form of the

/V, from the three calculated.
n>

With the aid of (9.1.5) the power series for ^Ci can now

3be constructed up through the term in p .It will be written out
explicitly for the case of ^ , making use of the relation

IT, - -X. ...(9.3.12)

The result is
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vfcc*) = +-i'pA„ -z3^ •

■f(-@x -g jj
+■ i f^fljC X^f) T 7L IZ0960 r^l£** 120940 g ) 'J •

9.4. Discussion

The series for in ascending powers of x , which was

found in chapter 3, had the disadvantage that it also involved

powers of p . But (9*3.4), (9-3-10) and (9.3.H) show that the series
in ascending powers of p also involves powers of 3C (along with
the Bessal functions). Since

OC -L ...(9.4.1)
vx

the powers of X will swamp the slow decrease of J. . The dispiriting

outcome of the work reported in this chapter is therefore that the

series (9.1.5) converges very slowly - if at all - for large X .

In fact, for po= yiO the series (9.3*14) is useless before X reaches
10. In practice, too, small values of p are often associated with
large values of x on account of the different ways in which these

quantities depend on the sound intensity yU( (see(l.3)).
Because the series for converges very slowly for large X >

the Bessel-funotion approximation itself is only good when X is small,

and can therefore be replaced by the first few terns of its series

...(9.3.13)

...(9.3.14)
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representation (given in (9.1.4)), so that in spite of its more

complicated form the series in powers of ^ is really no better
than that in powers of X , derived in chapter 8.

Two conditions have already been given for the validity

of the Bessel-function approximation (in equation (2.2.4))} they

oan be verified by inspection of the results in section 9^3 as the

oriteria for the correction terms to be negligible. This verification

is consistent with the qualitative remarks following equation (9.1.4).

Correction:The last sentence in the introduction to this chapter

(page 86) is not true} Mertens has obtained the first two correction
terms to the Bessel-function approximation. However, he presents them
in the form of power series in X , apparently without realising that
they can be expressed simply, as Bessel functions times powers of X .
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CKAPTER 10

INTRODUCTION OF LAPLACS TRANSFORM AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTING INHOMOGENEOUS

'

DIFFERENCE EQUATION

The first section of this chapter contains the application of the

Laplace transform to the Raman-Nath equation, and forms the basis

for the remainder of the work in part 1.

resulting from Jqplace transformation is discussed by noting that

it can be regarded as a relation defining a discrete Green's funotion.

The result of the analysis will be used later to find a continued

fraction which forms the basis of several chapters.

10.1. Elimination of derivative in the Raman-Nath equation

The Laplace transform of the diffracted amplitudes is

defined as

Integration by parts shows that the Laplace transform of the derivative

In the second section the inhomogeneous difference equation

...(10.1.1)

is

..(10.1.2)

If the Laplace transform of the Raman-Nath equation (7.2.8)

is taken, making use of (10.1.2) and the boundary condition (7.2.9)>

the result is
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(V!K)S, - S»h + * 2^.° • ...(10.1.3)
This is an inhomogeneous linear second.-ord.er difference equation

with variable coefficients, and it is important to note that it

oontains the boundary conditions of the problem.

An integral representation of can be written down

from the inversion formula for the Laplace transform if (10.1.3)

can be solved; it is

~

2 • I & Cj) edj7. ...(10.1.4)2ttc
.

C-ied

10.2, Solutions of inhomogeneous equation in terms of soluticns of

homogeneous equation

Equation (10.1.3) in the discrete variable n is analogous

to the equation defining the Green's function in the case of a con¬

tinuous variable; this observation suggests an interesting and useful

representation of

The equation for S"w can be rewritten in the form

- o (n 4 o) r«)

- S„ . . o Qo
...(10.2.1)

r-1

Since (a) for n=±l contains S0 , all the must be multiples

of solutions of the homogeneous equation (a). Let Un be such a solution

satisfying the correct boundary condition at n—(i.e. going to
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zero there), and let \Tn be a solution satisfying the condition at

-00. Then

K„+u, l»>°) 1
*

K„~ V„ {nio) J ...(10.2.2)
In particular,

Sc = K u; , ...(10.2.3)

so that

^~o
...(10.2.4)

The quantity VC*" must now be chosen to satisfy (10.2.1b)} this implies

that

2TK~*. - - K*U+1 = 2J _ (10 2^
Vo

and

* _ 2X
2 *p (.X0 — ^Ls VI. Ol ...(10.2.6)r v„ 1

Prom the form of (10.2.1a) (or from considerations of

physical symmetry, together with (7.2.7)) it is clear that the two

fundamental solutions of the homogeneous equation in the two ranges

can be related by

V-n = C") " UV1 . ...(10.2.7)
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In particular,

S U° > ...(10.2.8)

so that, from (10.2.4),
•

K + = K", ...(10.2.9)

and

V = -u,VN ' ...(10.2.10)

and, finally, from (10.2.6)

- ' ...(10.2.11)
? uo + S

Because of these symmetry properties it is necessary to find Sn only

on the half-axis y\> 0 • In this case

oV
_ ., ,..(10.2.12)

f +• U(
which is the required result.
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CHAPTER 11

BORN PERTURBATION SERIES SOLUTION OF INHOMOGENBOUS DIFFERENCE EQUATION

In this chapter a series for the will be derived which is a

good approximation for large jO . This is the case where the sound
is not very intense - indeed the zero-order term in the series is an

exaot representation of the in the (trivial) case where there

is no sound at all. Because the real, sound-irradiated medium is

treated as a perturbed version of a homogeneous medium, the series

is called a Born series.

The systematisation of the perturbation procedure, and the

calculation of higher terms, provides the promised extension of the

Brillouin perturbation method of chapter 4.

11.1. Formal perturbation series solution of equation

The difference equation (10.1.3) can be rewritten

(?" s + * $**.) , ...(li.i.i)

where £ is a parameter eventually to be equated to -jr. The solution

of (11.1.1) in rising powers of £ , starting with £° , is appropriate

for the oase of large p . This is because the "large" term is
not part of the "approximated" term £ ($n_t " SK+I]. The term "p Sn has
not been approximated because there is no sense in which the complex

variable f can be said to be small; in fact the standard oontour

along which Sn will be integrated traverses regions at infinity
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in the p-plane. The ^ # has not been approximated because it represents
the boundary conditions of the problem, and there is no reason why

these should be modified for large p .

Equation (11.1.1) can be rewritten using operators:

s„ = 4k + e-!—(£"-£) . ...di.i.2)
f

Writing f>n as a power series
CO •.

Sn = X ...(11.1.3)
m'O

and substituting it into (11.1.2) yields

r C"' . 5^2
P

rW. (_L_
...(11.1.4)

P 2

These have the solution
r- . , *n

^v>
1

_ I
.

J ?
...(11.1.5)

2

The series (11.1.3) caa be formally summed (cf. the formal

summation of the series in powers of p at the end of section 9»1)> to
give | r

C - :
i "■ —-—T^E "'e) r

•

. (2p£)]"'(Sf
.— d«(o . ...(11.1.6)

?.xQtrf.r-E)
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Here the operator identity

...(11.1.7)

has been used. Equation (11.1.6) is in fact no use at all, since it

is jus* Laplace-transformed version of (8.1.5); this follows

from the simple contour integral
T*

, ax

...(11.1.8)

C+ieO

1 1 e = e
2 it*. J T> - CX

C~ioO

11.2. Calculation scheme for correction terms

In order to simplify the calcuJa tion of the correction

terms given by (11.1.5) it is convenient to define the symbol

r = —- Ef-— = ...(11.2.1)
p-

so that (11.1.5) becomes

sr' - [ 0 (E"1 -£)]" ...(11.2.2)

= [Sce-'-e)]" 3 j„,6 . ...(11.2.3)

Then, successively,
(o) Asf- OS, o

SW A ^ r a r
. ■ o-l - 0 1

...(11.2.4)

...(11.2.5)

00 AAA A A
S* =0-1-2 ^a-Z,0 " o-l q sA/0 - o T 6 sAiC; + o1"2
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(x) A A. A A A A A , \ A A A r AAA*.

sf = o-i-1-3 *-»,• -b-i-i-iS„i0-b-lt>'lS^0 + o-io\Jn^
-oU-Uw + aw^,,0 -6i2l^5/0'...di.2.7)

The terms in a given order of approximation corresponding

to the n'th diffracted beam are those containing a Kronecker delta

with argument n-n,o (i.e. o,o). Thus, for example, the terms in the

third approximation contributing to the minus first diffracted beam

are, from (11.2.7),

S" f 0-1 CM +• 0161 V 012) ] . ...(11.2.8)1 L J n = -J

This has an interesting combinatorial interpretation: in the m'th

order of approximation, the contribution to the n'th diffracted

amplitude is the sum of all possible terms, each obtained by going

from 0 to -n in m moves of ±1 each, a resting-point at r on the path

contributing to the term a factor £, defined by (11.2.1). The whole

contribution of the path is multiplied by the sign (-l)^m n^^(which

is always ±1 because only odd/even diffracted orders appear in odd/
even order approximations). In the example given, m=3 and n=-l, so

that the possible paths are

■y
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and, just as in (11.2.8),

I n =-i

(11.2.9)

It is clear that the functions S* {$) produced by this

scheme are analytic functions of except for poles, which may

be simple or multiple. Because of this, the inversion of the Laplace

transforms consists of fairly simple but tiresome algebraic operations.

11.5. Explicit calculation of first four approximations to the amplitudes

Calculations will be performed to find the contributions

to the amplitudes from approximations from the zeroth up through

the third; according to the considerations of the previous section,
+ + +

this will involve the diffracted orders 0, -1, -2, -J. Only the amplitudes

of positive order will be calculated - the negative ones can be deduced

from them with the aid of the symmetry relation ^.
The combinatorial method could be used for the required

quantities, but here they will be written down from equations (11.2.4)

through (11.2.7).

For the zero-order diffracted beam:

...(11.5.3)

...(11.3.2)

(11.3.1)



r> C?)
\ * ze-co.

o

For the first-order diffracted beami

C _St - iero;

c(0 f"*- i
1 1

»»« ?Cp-^)'
S,u)c ae™

T"A A. A A A*** AA A A") T~
S, --[o-l-2-l +5-10-1 +OIO-IJ »- 2

in?-!)" ?o-»rcT-Af)

For the second-order diffracted beam:

a(»)

S, = *ero,

StW = *ar°,

s." -tw -H„ -

cC3/ - ^

J)2 « ^ero#

For the third-order diffracted beam:

53 - ^eroJ
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...(11.3.4)

...(11.3.5)

...(11.3.6)

...(11.3.7)

...(II.3.8)

...(11.3.9)

...(11.3.10)

...(11.3.11)

...(11.3.12)

...(11.3.13)
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^ - g gr<5 ... (11.3.14)

SyLl) z eerf, ...(11.5.15)

S(5; * —^—7 T7~7 ' ...(11.5.16)

Addition of the contributions to the various diffracted

orders, using (11.1.5) with £ =3-, gives

50 = y ' ...(11.5.17)

S| '*?<?-?) "4PK?-^ V7'c?-§rc?-^) '
r~ |

X A / ' ry \ / ~> * ' ...(11.5.19)

■S,- ft-igKT-*«)(?-*#)' ...(11.3.20)
The inverse Laplace transforms of these functions oan be

written doen immediately, since the only singularities in the J> -
plane are poles of first and second order. Thus, after a litxle

reduction, the amplitudes are

' 1 + ft - l-^j f ; ...(11.5.21)
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ii- = — fi -4e'£ +. e "* -Ktf)' L 3 -r

22)

*" ' "
; ...(11.3.23)

1 - (.'flX. 2-: P*- -i

% z 777,, ["£ + V ~ * - * +"• " • ...(11.3.24)46p)J L 5 4 1$- <=>» J

11.4. Calculation of intensities; discussion

Examination of the approximate expressions (11.3.21) through

(11.3.24) for the amplitudes shows that if p and pzC are taken
as independent variables (instead of p and X ), then the pert¬
urbation series is a series in descending powers of p> . This confirms
the expectation that it will be useful for p> large - the case
where the sound wave is faint.

The required quantities are the intensities, which are the

absolute squares of the amplitudes. These amplitudes can be separated

into real and imaginary parts, giving perturbation Series of the

form

"

(;£)i i * (* ) +■

where the f\ J and 3 5 are functions of the new variable px .
The intensities are then

...(11.4.1)
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■« p
(v>C -

+ t+[*l + 2W,« ^ ...(11.4.2)

The expressions found in section 5*3 for the amplitudes enable the

first two terms of the series (11.4.2) to be found for X0 and I, ,

and the first terms for Xfc and X5 •

For the zero-order:

A - 1
10

- °

fv,-a) ...(11.4.3)

so that

r = i- .
* ^ f-

,(11.4.4)

For -the first-order:

PJfK <*>'■£-i B„ =

Bi, - p* -3_t5l-^ + -Us;v, 2^X

(11.4.5)

so that

X' [32^5^^-27*| _ ...(11.4.6)
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'(

For the second-order:

ft vjZii yt . -»•>/£ jSjg*11 4 T 12 J>" T* II ;3 I2 11 "Y" ^ >2 > ...(11.4.7)

so that

For the third-order:

Q. - -L f~_JL +. ">5/^ cc*2-px- cos-2-px.)"

5 * L *5 T * 15- + ~^T J
R . I fiwf sI«2P5 . sio'r 1

3 T " "It J

,(11.4.8)

,(11.4.9)

so that

X? = .in ^ ~ 3F5,v,7uc +i5lV^3 l^yV3 + .ST 45- «- 5 "T ...(11.4.10)

/r ?r V J +

These are the final results of this chapter. Some of them

have been derived before, and the early work along these lines has
35

been admirably discussed by Aggarwal . The advantage of the systematic

perturbation method used here is that the terms arising from each

order of approximation are clearly separated - in the treatment of

Aggarwal they tend to get nixed up.
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It has already been noted that X appears in the present

perturbation scheme only as part of the variable px ; examination
of the wave functions and intensities shows that pX occurs in exponents
(because the singularities of If)3X6 poles) and as powers (because
the poles can be multiple). In the case of the expansion in ascending

powers of p (chapter 9) "the appearance of powers of X was disastrous;

there, however, they appeared in combination with f> to form quantities
4"

like pXf , etc., which can become very large. The quantity
in the present series is not large for a fairly large class of those

situations where the series is valid. This is because the condition

PX ^ ' ...(11.4.11)

implies

..*(11.4.12)

since p should exceed unity for the power series (11.1.3) to converge
reasonably rapidly. But for the faint sound wave to which the present

method applies, ft- is small - say 10~^ - while k is about 5.10~*£*i"»
so that (11.4.12) becomes

f1 " — icm...(11.4.13)
fc/t

This is a somewhat narrow restriction on the cell-depth, but it is

not hopelessly unrealistic; also, for extremely faint sound waves,
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where ^( is less than 10 ^, 0 can he larger than 2cms and the
perturbation series still apply.

Under conditions where |0 is large enough for the pertur¬
bation series to converge rapidly, only the first \,w diffracted

beams have appreciable intensity; in the next chapter this knowledge

.will be used to get simple representations of the which are

far better than any so far presented.
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CHAFTER 12

CONTINUED-FRACTION SOLUTION OF INHOUOGENEOUS DIFFERENCE EQUATION

A particularly useful analytic representation for the Laplace transforms

of the diffracted amplitudes can be found in the form of an infinite

continued fraction; this is especially simple for the zero-order

beam. Apart from having a simple and important physical meaning, the

successive convergents of this continued fraotion can be used a3 the

basis for a method of approximation that has the great virtue that

it converges uniformly in X .

and the first few convergents are calculated. The diffracted amplitudes

resulting from inversion of these Laplace transforms are simple in

form, and the conditions for their validity involve only p .

12.1. Derivation of continued-fraction solution

and the equation (10.1.3), the Laplace transforms of any of the

diffracted beams can found by simple algebraic processes once that

of the zero-order is known. Attention will thus be concentrated on

In this chapter the continued fraction is derived and examined,

Because of the symmetry property

• • • (12.1.1)

Prom (10.2.12), 50 is given by
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I

50 - -p 4. ' ••• (12.1.2)

where satisfies

(2.f - i- U^V( - o . ...(12.1.3)

This last equation can be rewritten

U v) _ _—L —

,, ~ 2p-c Pn* -t- ...(12.1.4)u"-> r V U*

Application of this equation, for successive values of n, to (12.1.2)

gives, formally, the infinite continued fraction

S'(?)= r n
"2-p-lp v 1

2p- 4-ip + i
2p-8>ip+- #

e

. •

...(12.1.5)

This expression forms the basis of most of the remaining discussions

of the Raman-Nath equation.

12.2. Properties of the continued fraction

In order to perform the complex integration (10.1.4) to

find l|/ it is necessary to know the analytic behaviour of the
continued fraction (12.1.5) as a function of the complex variable p •

36
This knowledge is provided by theorems given by Wall , once it is
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realised that (12.1.5) can be converted, into a real, positive-definite
36

J-fraction by the substitution "p = <• h, . The relevant properties,

expressed in terms of the n'th convergent ^ of (12.1.5) are:

a) The continued fraction (12.1.5) is convergent, i.e.

s.C?)= ...(12.2.1)
n -£>«?

rW
b) The convergents o6 Cp) are analytic functions of "p except

for n simple poles along the imaginary "p -axis. This means that a

partial-fraction expansion is possible, in the form
_ cnv rt-1 1

S0 <?) = 1L r. ' tw. / ...(12.2.2)
"O ?"lcVCrn)

u)
where the Lr and are real.

Cn)
c) L r > 0 . ...(12.2.3)

n -I

(r>)
d) H = I ' ...(12.2.4)

r -O

The property b) gives a Laplace transform that is readily

inverted; use of (12.2.2), and somewhat cavalier treatment of convergence

questions yields

d/ M X_ LU) ei<l'"'X'~r e • ...(12.2.5)
») 00 r * o

This form for the zero-order diffracted amplitude is very close to
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(5.4.18); the connection between the present Lr and. , and quantities

relating to Mathieu functions will form the matter of chapter 14.

12.5. Approximation by convergents; physical interpretation

The successive convergents to (12.1.5) can be taken as

successive approximations to the Laplace transform S.Cp); this follows

from (12.2.1). These approximate Laplace transforms can in turn be

inverted to yield approximate expressions for the diffracted amplitude

is thus possible to define the sequence of approximants

Jo W ~ 2_ l~r e , ...(12.5.1)
f = o

where, by (12.2.5),

£i. = 4i&- ...(12.3.2)
H-i>

These successive approximations to have a very important

property: because of properties c) and d) of section 12.2, together

with the fact that
<•>)

-I, ...(12.5.5)e

it is possible to write

:<•»*! = f |Lw( „ f = ,
...(12.3.4)

In the limit r\ co this inequality asserts that

|(^0]4J ...(12.5.5)

r*o no r-o
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- that is, that the energy emitted in the zero-order beam never exceeds

the incident energy. This is, of course, a necessary result if the

Raman-Nath equation is to be taken seriously as applying to a real

physical situation.

The case where n is finite is much more interesting; in this

case (12.5.4) asserts that the successive approximations to ^ are

always bounded by unity, no matter what the value of X is. The

approximations produced by other methods have not had this property;

the series in powers of X , powers of p , and the Born series
all diverged when X exceeded a few units. The really important

outcome of all this is that the present set of approximations is uni¬

formly convergent in X . The reason why the sequence of ^can
approximate uniformly is that the series (12.5.1) is "flexible";

this means that in going from the n'th to the n+l'st approximation
(*>1/ l q(*+°x

not only is a new term Ln £ " introduced but all the earlier terms
, («) iq}*)x 1

change slightly, from L £ Lf <- » & behaviour which

contrasts with that of the so-called "rigid" expansions found previously,

where each new approximation consists merely of the addition of a

new term, the earlier part of the series remaining unaltered.

Since the convergence is uniform in ^ , the only quantity

controlling the usefulness of the method is p .

The method being discussed, of approximating the infinite

continued fraction by its successive convergents, has a simple physical
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significance which can be seen with the aid of equations (12.1.2) and

(12.1.4). The n'th convergent is a good approximation to the continued

fraction (12.1.5) if the ratio W|ft (a is negligible. This is ultimately

equivalent to truncating the Raman-Nath set of equations (7.2.8)

by setting all the ^ for [m] > n-1 equal to zero. The physical meaning

of this is that the n'th approximant is a good representation of

in situations where the diffracted beams of order greater than n-1

have negligible intensity. Since the convergence of the method of

approximation depends only on , these considerations imply that

the number of spectra visible in any situation depends essentially

on p .(This statement refers to the maximum number of spectra - sometimes
the phases of the expressions analogous to (12.2.5) for the various

orders will cause cancellation, and a particular beam will have zero

intensity for that particular value of D . As J) varies, however, the

statement remains true "on the average".)

Replacement of the Raman-Nath equation by a finite set

is a technique equivalent to that already used several times in this

work, namely of assuming that the diffracted "beams" of sufficiently

high order that the wave number s are imaginary have no effect on the

visible diffraction pattern (see sections 5*4, 6.3, 7*2)

12.4. Calculation of the amplitudes
CrvJ

Since the singularities of S„ (y>j are simple poles (section
12.2) the obvious way to write the convergents for the purpose of inverse
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Laplace transformation is as the ratio of two polynomials. The poles
•

of the convergents are the roots "^ae denominator polynomials;
i W

once these roots are found, the determination of the residues Lr is
straightforward, and the approximants (j^^can be written down from
(12.3.1).

Unfortunately it does not seem to be possible to get analytic

factorisations of the denominator polynomials for the general convergents.

From the general theory of continued fractions^0 the denominator

resulting from the "unwinding" of the n'th convergent is given by the

following scheme: ^

? Gp) - I (format i
TgT> - T,

Ct) * l2r - + M ■

...(12.4.1)

The given by these relations are not related to any of the
57

olassical polynomials (where analytic approximations for the zeros

are known).

The case of the first convergent is trivial; it is just

IJ , and its inverse Laplace transform is simply
w* I ...(12.4.2)

- a result merely reasserting that there is no diffraction for very

large ^ .
The next convergent is more interesting, and its denominator

can be factorised; from (12.1.5)
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s; (?) ? +J_
2D -

2p - i?

T " ^

?
- 1^'Jg^

2- T
_ 2 PL +*.

...(12.4.3)

The inversion of this Laplace transform is a simple matter, and the

result, after a little reduction, is

r>» •
P+g V /J c

4.4)

so that the intensity is

— (*) (
1 W -- I -

o
...(12.4.5)

In this approximation the only other diffracted beams are those of

order ±1; the intensities of these are equal, and the total intensity

(x., -Kr>x, ) is unity, so that

- da »•«
-±i p*n

...(12.4.6)

(This result could, of course, also have been found by getting

from the basio difference equation (10.1.3) and calculating its inverse

Laplace transform^ The important relations (12.4.5) and (12.4.6)
58

were discovered by H ath .
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The denominators of higher convergents are polynomials

of degree greater than two. Analytic factorisations can be obtained

for cubic and quartic expressions, but these are uselessly cumbersome

and will not be given; no such factorisation is possible in the case

of the higher convergents. For given values of p , however, the
roots of any of the polynomials can be found by numerical methods.

To do this it is useful to observe that the roots are all on the

imaginary axis in the complex "p -plane, so that the substitution

^>-i^ reduces the problem to one involving a real variable. Numerical
39

calculations have been performed by van Cittert for the third

C (h
convergent in the special case where P is equal to unity.

12.5. Discussion

The method of approximation developed in this chapter has

been shown in section 12.3. to have a physical significance basic to

the whole ultrasonic diffraction problem. Further, the approxim¬

ations obtained have been uniformly convergent in -X. . This suggests

that maybe the earlier approximate solutions to the Raman-Nath equation

can be deduced from the convergents to the continued fraction. Inves¬

tigation confirms this suggestion, and the results are reported in

the next chapter.

Apart from the fact that the continued-fraction represen¬

tation provides a simple and physically transparent method of app¬

roximation, considerable interest attaches to the fact that it is
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an exact solution of the Raman-Nath equation. Other exact solutions,

found in chapter 5> involved Mathieu functions. The connection between

Mathieu-function and continued-fraction solutions will be examined

in chapter 14-
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CHAPTER 13

CONNECTION BETWEEN THE CONTINUED FRACTION AND EARLIER APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS

all earlier approximate forms must therefore "be derivable from it.

the complete (infinite) continued fraction is necessary; the succ¬

essive approximations of the series in powers of X , or of the Born

series, however, can be derived from the successive convergents

to the continued fraction, as conjectured in section 12.5.

The continued fraction and the series in ascending powers of X.

X are - given in equation (8.2.11). To compare the series with the

continued fraction it is convenient to take its Laplace transform;

because of the relation

The continued-fraction representation (12.1.5) for SCf)is exact;

To derive the approximation in ascending powers of f> (chapter 9)

The first few terms of the series for in powers of

this is a simple matter, and the series for l|^ in rising powers

of X becomes a series for SB in falling powers of "p , whose
explicit expression is
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The expansions in inverse powers of J> of the first few

convergents to (12.1.5) can be found, after fairly lengthy computat¬

ions , to be

C w = ^ + Q-
b y ? ? ?* J ...(13.1.3)

Sf • J-* -1— = + a -J- - it + 2*?~.
2f -tg 7 rf- 2? +T+ ^ , ...(13.1.4)

5- J -L -ie^
3*

O f 71- 2p3 4^*5-

K/-n») _

^ -rj£t£h!!> - .

...(13.1.5)

Comparison of these results with the exaot expansion (13.1.2)

indicates that the n'th approximant (given by (12.3.1)) rep-

1 / 2Y\-\
resents yQ exactly up through the term in DC ; the sequence

of approximants thus includes the power series as a special case.

In addition, this sequence converges uniformly in DC . Finally,

the convergents to the continued fraction are simple in form, unlike

the terms of the series (13*1.2) in descending powers of "p . The
approximation by convergents is thus vastly superior to the repre¬

sentation as a power series in X .
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13.2. The continued fraction and the Born approximation

The contributions to the Laplace transform 5^ o:^ ^16
zero-order amplitude from the first eight Born approximations (zeroth

approximation and seven correction terms) can be calculated using

the combinatorial scheme of section 11.2. The diagram for the con¬

tributions from the fifth and sixth approximations is

The diagram for contributions from the seventh and eighth approximat¬

ions is
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There is symmetry of the r-symbols (11.2.1) with respect

to the sign of r if n=0. Thus in the first diagram the first four

paths, as well as the last two, axe equivalent, while in the second

diagram the first eight, next eight, next two and last two paths

are equivalent. Use of this symmetry property, together with the

contributions previously obtained (equation (11.3.17)), gives

S0~- V ~ 4 : \ 4- _J
ut£2~laffr«*" ppntf V___ 5"f* £ appnfXwS

zi - - J, J
x - J ^

pf fC2r'L?Y(2?-4'1?) YC2?2p*-(p-i£){2f~9cp)
v —

TH» £ frtu xffmns
...(13.2.1)

•+- • • •

These Born approximations are valid when is large;

to compare them with the convergents it is necessary to expand these,
, ^

treating the quantities 2?~ t-Ph as large (it is not legitimate to

neglect "p relative to pw2 since it is a complex variable which
can take any value). The expansions of the first three oonvergents

are:

st0 ■ — >
° "P ...(13.2.2)

(2> J - - I I . \s
o

Z-p-lp
T , ...(13.2.3)
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S°
Z ' ? Txcz?-i()'r?s^p-^T

2y~Aif
^(2P-iprcip-4-^) yXzp-'L?)3&■?

>
+ .. . . ...(13.2.4)

3
Y? (2p -if)V(2Y~^if) ?*(2P -*'f)

Comparison of these results with (13.2.1) reveals that the

n'th convergent to S0 gives the first 2n Born approximations exactly,

but omits terms in the higher approximations. This situation is very

similar to that in section 13.1: the set of convergents to the continued,

fraction is simpler than the Born approximation, includes it in the

limit 2p-vp* .» | , and converges uniformly in x .

It is interesting to show how the second convergent can

be constructed by summing an infinite number of terms in the Born

approximation. Since in the approximation to which this second con¬

vergent is valid the second and higher diffracted orders are negli¬

gible, the appropriate terms in the Born approximation are all those

including I/p and l/(2p-ip) but not '/(2p-+i.p) 5'/zp-9ip) etc. These
can be derived from diagrams like

m /O
A path of m moves can be formed in 2 different ways, all of which

are equivalent for the type of path now being considered, because
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of the symmetry of the ?-symbols. The total contribution from all

paths of this type is thus (section 11.2)

(V •"% /•AAA A A A A A-> 2 ( o<?c> - oo
</,»> ftcfcn I™""5

A it>

(T-f) ...(13.2.5)

The index m takes all even values, so that, using (11.1.3),

1 Cell 2
fA z.O <r«r ' f£i?U]"

I +
7(2?-^) ?

2? - l?
...(13.2.6)

which is the desired result.

13.3. The continued fraction and the series in ascending powers of p
When p is very small many diffracted beams appear with

comparable intensity; this can be seen from the Bessel-function

representation of the intensities which is valid in this case (section

9.1). The implication of this is that the series in rising powers

of p cannot be derived from the truncated continued fraction,
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since this would represent a situation where all amplitudes of order

greater than a given integer would be set equal to zero. Calculations

showing the equivalence of the continued fraction and the series

in powers of will only be carried out up through the first order

in p , beoause the algebra becomes enormously complicated for
later terms.

From (9.3.14),

12
...(13.3.1)

It is necessary to take the Laplace transform of this series in order

to compare it with the continued fraction. The standard transforms

that will be needed are

co

f e'7"J>) ^ 1
A

o

ctO

I e_?XxJ>J Jx-
o

X j"(*J dx€

(fN-0
...(13.3.2)

so that
DO

f e"?VjCx) _ -A J

= JZ- .

("? ...(13.3.3)

This means that the transformed version of (13.3*1) is
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(?) = + •••
. ...(13.3.4)

\j?Vl 4-(?V1) *■

It is now necessary to expand the continued fraction (12.1.5)

in rising powers of p .To do this, the p -dependence of S
will be written explicitly, and Taylor's theorea used, giving

dp
It is convenient to define the auxiliary quantities

*

2|
2p - .

2,-p - (0

Thus

CM a C -
2-? I

2?
1

...(13.3.6)

,..(13.3.7)

C ...(13.3.8)

so that

c'+ 2?c - I • o , .(13.3.9)
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and

c - + .

...(13.3.10)

The sign of the square root must be chosen so that C -> o asj^J ->oO .

From (12.1.5), the basio continued fraction is

given by

$.<?'?) = ct&) ...(13.3.11)
Thus

I
_ I50ft>/o)z

?+ C JyTA— ' ...(13.3.12)
where (13.3.10) ifas been used.

To derive the first correction term in the Taylor series

(13.3.5), (13.3.11) is differentiated to give

. _ [ S, CT.e) X ^ , ... (13.3.13)L J ^
and, from (13.3«7)

\ r ( r\

...(13.3.14)C^(f) fin'-
so that

^ = - [sMNC-2\cc;*3*ic;cc---(^- 15)
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In particular,

>S.C?,Q), 11- f C2"
(-pVl)

-i?

4.(^ + 1)^ ...(13.5.16)

making use of (13.3«9)> (13.3.10) and (13.3.12).

If (13.3.12) and (13.3.16) are substituted into (13»3.5)>

the result is identical with (13-3.4), as it must be if the series

in rising powers of p is to be derivable from the continued fraction.
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CHAPTER 14

CONNECTION BET',TEEN CONTINUED FRACTION AND THE MATHIEU-FUNCTION SOLUTION

The approximate solution of the scalar wave equation in chapter 5

amplitudes; later, in chapter 7» "the Raman-Nath equation was derived

using identical approximations (neglect of reflected waves and evan¬

escent disturbances). This means that it should be possible to

solve that equation exactly to get (5.4.19).

functions. In the present chapter the eigenvalues of Mathieu's equation

are shown to be related to the poles of the continued fraction (12.1.5);

this knowledge is used to identify the residues at the poles as Fourier

coefficients of Mathieu functions, and to derive an analytic represen¬

tation for them.

14.1. Relation between poles of continued fraction and eigenvalues

of Mathieu's equation

It has already been mentioned several times that the sub-

stituion

resulted in the expression (5.4.19) for the transmitted diffracted

This expression contains quantities relating to Mathieu

• • • (14.1.1)

will simplify the continued fraotion (12.1.5). The result of the

substitution is
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;S„c?) sir.co • J
\ - J

^-e- i
2%- 4-? - j

2yX-y
...(14.1.2)

The poles at yr = I <^r are therefore given by the solutions of the
transcendental equation

I1
2r <; -J

2-V

Use of the substitutions

s = %

leads to the transformed equation

s7*t -
t-2l - £VU

t - 4-1 ~ sV)*

...(14.1.5)

^ j ...(14.1.4)

...(14.1.5)
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This is identical with an equation in the NBS tabulation

of Mathieu functions (reference 26, page xvii, equation 2.18)} this

shows that in terms of tabulated quantities the roots are

tr S bezr 0) - 54 ; ...(14.1.6)

so that

Ir^O ...(14.1.7)

which is the desired result.

14.2. Derivation of expressions for residues at poles of continued fraction

In section 12.2 it was shown that

oO

(?) ~ X- V-tqr ' ...(14.2.1)
r-M-o ' *

where

| - \vwt |ur uf

Q c Ivvvj q / ...(14.2.2)
V «rr

In terms of the variable q , (14.2.1) reads

c C<v) - ...(14.2.3)
raoCct~£|,f^

(the L r are the same as in (14.2.1)).



It is thus necessary to find the residues at the poles

of the real continued fraction defined by (14.1.2). To do this,

use is made of the well-known fact that the residue of a function

at a simple zero c^r of h(<\) is

Lr » 1 / •

In the present case,

^ C<0 = ^ *V?-L.

...(14.2.4)

...(14.2.5)

It is convenient to define quantities

fl) - z<\- K-
(of. (13.3.6)), so that

Hfa) - -

Thus

h (a) = ft),

...(14.2.6)

...(14.2.7)

...(14.2.8)

and
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0» £
= I + 21 J B^£<t)

...(14.2.9)

z 1 + 2-Z i
<=l ...(14.2.10)

where

e
K-fy) E T ...(14.2.11)

» Mil

In order to get an expression for the K^ , (14.2.6) is
rewritten

5^ Ba - I, ...(14.2.12)

or, multiplying through by ^ ,

f«l) = ...U4.2.13)
provided the stipulation

fy) = I ...(14.2.14)

is made.

The sequence of the can now be obtained from (14.2.13)

once the funotion K ,('(}= is known. This quantity is only required

for the particular value ^ ^ r » because of (14.2.4); in this case,
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however, (14.1.3) holds, and

K. Cv) - V

Thus, finally,

\

■Lr -

...(14.2.15)

cO , .1 )
1+ 21 (Mi,)) ...(14.2.16)

n = I

where

Kwfv) * K,-.Cv)'
...(14.2.17)

J

*M<) )
Mv)-V

The convergence of the series of^Kn(^)j in the denominator
is assured, since the is just that set of polynomials which

is formed by the successive rationalised convergents to (14.1.2), and

the are the limits of the roots of these.

For the last few chapters only the zero-order diffracted

beam has been considered; from (12.2.5), together with (14.2.2),

its amplitude is
C*7

t. B I U e'^ .
,..(14.2.18)

r « O

The present formalism makes it easy to find the other ampli¬

tudes. The first-order, given by the Raman-Nath equation (7.2.8),

is

I
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vffCx) = => 2" -i<jr Lr e 7 .
)X «- 1 7 ...(14.2.19)

and the second-order is

"2<^» -fo = - 2- [fyr-?hr - '] Lr e'^rX; ...(14.2."XY_ r J
20)

ax

continuing in this way, it is evident that
CO

^ (*) = (-0 2! kA(v)Lre ^ ...(14.2.21)

if the definition

K. ...(14.2.22)

is made. With this definition the sum in (14.2.16) can be transformed,

so that (14.2.21) becomes

K. CV)
_ 'V

W 4 Z. iZ. r ■>! e . ...(14.2.23)7" I [k.M
The sequence of ^ converges to zero as | n. | becomes infinite
for the same reason as the expression (14.2.16) for the Lr •

In order to relate the to Mathieu functions, the

difference equation (14.2.17) is used with the range of n increased

by the definition (14.2.22). It then becomes

«
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Using (14.1.4) and (14.1.7) this transforms to

-['r~ 4-^s;+2]+ 0 • -(14.2.25)
This, however, is identical with the difference equation obtained

by substituting the Fourier expansion (5.2.1) for the even-order,

even Mathieu functions into the Mathieu equation (5.1.5) and using

(5.1.8); it is thus possible to make the association

^
m ^ an * ...(14.2.26)

C r is a proportionality constant; to find it, the fact that

K0Cv)*l ...(14.2.27)

is used, to give

Cr - '
pir ...(14.2.23)

This means that

a? i

r k,ou)
- 2 rivr D."in /

(14.2.29)

using the orthonormality relation (5.2.10).



If (14.2.29) is substituted into (14.2.23), and (5.2.2)

and (14.1.7) used, the diffracted amplitudes can be expressed entirely

in terms of tabulated quantities, as follows:

lnn, -a^(x)--(-O e tL flje De„ l)e!n e , ...(14.2.30)
r»o

where

I =
...(14.2.31)

Apart from phase factors which were introduced by the various trans¬

formations made in deriving the Raman-Nath equation (in chapter 7)>

this expression is identical with the result (5.4.18) of the scalar

wave theory.
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CHAPTER 15

NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS OF THE INTENSITIES

In the preceding chapters of part I the analytical character of the

solutions of the Raman-Nath equation has been explored. For the pur¬

poses of comparison with experiment this is not enough: numerical

results are necessary, giving the diffracted intensities as functions

of the parameters p and X
In this chapter previous numerical calculations of these

intensities are reviewed, and a new method is described in which

an analogue computer is used to solve the Raman-Nath equation; as

well as being simpler in principle and in practice than all earlier

methods, this approach gives results for all experimentally attainable

values of the parameters.

15.1. Review of previous numerical calculations of the intensities

The earliest numerical calculations of the intensities

15
were performed by Extermann and Wannier in 195^5 they used the

scalar wave theory with neglect of reflection (see chapter 5)> and

arrived at a formula equivalent to (5.4.18) for the diffracted amplitudes.

However, these workers did not have the benefit of extensive tables
2o

of Mathieu functions, such an are available now , and they had to

calculate the required Fourier coefficients (from the difference equation

that they satisfy, together with the boundary condition at the entry



face), as well as the eigenvalues (from the continued fraction (14.1.3))*

In terms of solutions of the Raman-Nath equation, Extermann and Y/annier

calculated (14.2.23), which means that they found the intensities

from the formula

The labour involved in evaluating (15.1.1) is considerable;

nevertheless, Extermann and Wannier calculated the intensities for

p =1 from X. =0 to X=5, for p =V3 from x =0 to .X =12, and
for p =yiO from x=0 X=20. Their results are reproduced in
figure 8.

to eliminate part of the calculation, so that instead of (14.2.23)

the amplitudes would be given by the equivalent expression (14.2.30),

and the intensities by

where the polynomials Kl<[f) are calculated recursively from (14.2.17).

26
Nowadays the NBS tables of Mathieu functions could be used

pe>~

...(15.1.2)

All the quantities in this expression are tabulated, but it would

still be an extremely tedious and lengthy business to calculate it
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for even a few values of p and X
Very reoently Gill^ has devised another method of numerical

calculation, also based on the scalar wave theory. This approach

works directly from the Raman-Nath equation, and uses the fact that

if the amplitudes are known for a given value of X , their values at

X4-cU are given by the Raman-Nath equation as

= ftfx) + Ac cxi 1- u;]. ...(15.1.5)

If this relation is used repeatedly then the values of the ^ for any
value of x can be found, starting from the known values at the

boundary X =0.

Using this principle, Gill has written a FORTRAN programme

for use on an IBM 7094 digital computer. Application of (15.1.5) as it

stands would lead to solutions which become rapidly more and more

unstable with increasing x , because the step size dx in any numerioal

calculation is finite and not infinitesimal. This is taken into account

by Gill, who includes higher-order Taylor corrections to (15.1.5)

for finite X . In essence, this procedure is a mechanisation of the

solution in ascending powers of X (chapter 8). All the numerical

results presented in the report^ of this work apply to the case of

oblique incidence of the light and are not relevant here; however,

it is clear that while this method can be employed for any value of

p , the range of X is severely limited by the capacity of the



digital computer being used.

Hargrove^ and Hance^, using more physical reasoning,

have arrived independently at a numerical method quite similar to

that of Grill. The range of oc is divided into N sections; if these

are small enough the curvature of the light rays is negligible within

each section, so that only phase modulation need be considered. The

light disturbance at the end of each section, when Fourier-analysed,

gives the set of diffracted beams which are to be phase modulated

in the next section, at the end of which the disturbance is again

Fourier-analysed; this process continues until the N'th section is

reached. It is not clear whether this procedure is numerically stable

for large x in the way that Gill's is; the published curves '

where x goes only as far as 10, do not settle this question. The

computations in this "successive diffraction" theory are complicated

by the fact that tables of Bessel and sine functions have to be used

in conjunction with a digital computer.

The only other systematic numerical investigation of the
13

diffracted intensities seems to have been the work of Nomoto , based

on geometrical optics. This has already been described (section 1.3)

and compared with the calculations of Extermann and Wannier (figure

5, section 1.3).

13.2. Solution of the Raman-Nath equation using an analogue computer

The Raman-Nath equation has two properties that make it

natural to try to solve it by analogue computation: considered as a
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function of the variable X , it has constant coefficients and one-

point boundary conditions.

To perform the solution, the infinite set of coupled differen¬

tial equations for the ^ is truncated by assuming that all diffracted
beams of order greater than a given integer N have zero intensity;

then if p> is such that these beams really do have negligible intensity
the solutions of the truncated set are indistinguishable from those

of the original set. This matter of truncation has been dealt with in

seotion 12.3.

There is no point in finding the negative-order amplitudes

since these are related to the positive-order ones by the symmetry

relation

1

K - t-rfc • ...(15.2.1)

The truncated set of Raman-Nath equations is thus

■ = -V

H s ^
cSo 2. 2. -2.

3^ * r

...(15.2.2)

It is necessary to separate the amplitudes into their real

and imaginary parts, because an analogue machine can operate only

with real quantities. The substitution

tfcu) . ...(15.2.3)



where A A and 5 are real functions of x , converts the truncated

A
Raman-Nath set (15.2.2) into the set

^1* 5 -S,

D<rt<N|fu. -!>f g.-eg.-'-Vj
»1«-- W r ¥3
5iw= -[rf 2" -%']

with the boundary conditions

fl.M = «...
B.(o) - o

The required quantities are the intensities

x. w - fit/ - /O

...(15.2.4)

...(15.2.5)

...(15.2.6)

In an analogue computer the various terms in (15.2.4) will be

represented by voltages, and it is important that their moduli remain

bounded as X varies. To find bounds for the l^fnl > "the Raman-Nath

equation (7.2.8) is multiplied by , the complex conjugate equation

is multiplied by , and the two terms added; this gives

2 "fa-i *K» *•" ^ - CP ...(15.2.7)
2>X

If this equation is summed over n from -N to +N the terms in n+1
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and n-1 cancel in pairs, leaving

2 ^ r - 2.3- xV
dX a-—M ).)C -,0

c 0
...(15.2.8)

or
+ N>

^ T - ccrostartf".
o i -to

...(15.2.9)

The value of the constant can be found to be unity by considering the

boundary conditions at X =0. Thus

+ t*J

IX. ■ I
n 3 - rd

...(15.2.10)

This states merely that the sum of the intensities of all diffracted

beams is unity, as it must be from the conservation of energy and the

fact that the incident light intensity is normalised to unity. Now

each is essentially positive, so each T„ must be less than unity;

further, the intensity of the negative orders equals the intensity

of the corresponding positive orders, so that

1.
t°

Because of (15.2.6), this implies that

\sMi
JflJ- '/Jl

...(15.2.11)

IB,|6
(rt 40)

■

...(15.2.12)
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Another set of terms appearing in the Raman-Nath equation
\\U

are the derivatives ; these also satisfy the Raman-Nath equation

because this does not involve explicitly, so that by an argument

identical to that leading to (5.2.9) it is possible to show that

5" W- otisWZ_ bx. ...(15.2.15)
n: -N

The values of the derivatives at x =0 oan t>e found from the Raaan-

Nath equation, since

; K fw + ■ ifa. -s^., ...(15.2.14)

Substitution of this into (15.2.15) yields

f $ fi ■ ■ i
so that

and

C X10'*
iff*t n po

lis I- r&
\l\* y&
I 3x i

V
iir 4

n #0

(15.2.15)

,(15.2.16)

...(15.2.17)

It has just been shown that all the Als and Sn's and



their derivatives are bounded by constants for the truncated set

(N finite) as well as for the infinite set. The only other terns

in the equations are those of type and. P~- Bn , which must therefore

also be bounded by constants. This result is of very great importance

for the analogue computation of the intensities? in such a computer

the independent variable be is represented by time, and the results

just proved show that the machine solutions will always be inherently

stable however long it computes. This is to be contrasted with the

digital method of G-ill for the Raman-Nath equation, where stability

for large y das to be built in at the cost of greatly complicating

the programme.

The solution was performed on the PACE TR43- analogue computer

at the department of theoretical physics in the university of St

Andrews. There were 16 integrating circuits in the machine. One of these

was used to make a ramp funotion proportional to time (the Raman-Nath

X ); this was necessary to drive the x arm of the xy plotter re¬

cording the solution. One pair of integrators is required for each

(j^ , because this involves the integration of ana (see
equation (15.2.4)). This means that the intensities ST0 through

could be calculated, leaving one integrator unused. The results are

accurate provided the intensities of order greater than six are neg¬

ligible; in practice this is true whenever exceeds about 0.1.

The complement of computing components in the TR48 is var-



iable, and up to 40 integrators could have been used. This would

enable the intensities I0 through X,j, to be calculated. Nobody
seems ever to have reported seeing a higher number of spectra than this,

so that a TR4B with a full complement of integrators is sufficient to

solve the ultrasonic diffraction problem under all experimental con¬

ditions. Precise experimental data are available only for the case

p>0'l » so that calculations were performed for only the first

seven intensities.

A glossary of the computer symbols for various mathematical

operations is given in figure 9» This is necessary in order to un¬

derstand figure 10, which is the computer programme for the modified

Raman-Nath equations (15.2.4)J for the sake of clarity only the part

of the programme involving the first four A ' s and S 's is included,

this being sufficient to display the structure of the equations.

The intensities of the diffracted beams were plotted

against x for values of p ranging from 1 to 0.1 at intervals
of 0.1; the range of x was 0 to 29- Sample curves from this set,

*

for jO =0.1, p =0.4 and p =1.0, constitute figures 11, 12 and 13/
They clearly show the changing nature of the diffraction pattern as

p ohanges: when p =0.1 the intensities resemble Bessel functions
nCfltr^

for x. less than about 4, while when p =1.0 the pattern Ss^periodio,
as would be expected from equations (12.4.5) and (12.4.6).

For the purposes of later comparison with experiment a

These have been reduoed to their original size.
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further series of curves was obtained. These showed the zero-order

intensity "L0 only, and covered the range =0.1 to yC=2.0 in suoh
a way that the interval in */f between successive curves was constant
and equal to 0.5; the range of x was 0 to 15. Unfortunately the

xy plotter was not available for this set of curves. The computer

was switched into REP-OP mode and the solution displayed on a high-

precision TEKTRONIX oscilloscope; the trace was then photographed

with a LAND POLAROID osoilloscope camera. Recording the solutions

in this way, whilst instructive and enjoyable, undoubtedly resulted

in a slight loss of accuracy; this matter will be taken up in chapter

17, when the curves will be used to compare the theory with experiment.
Analogue solution of the Raman-Nath equation is compact -

the TR48 is a desk-top machine; it is economical of time - patching

the truncated set (15.2.4) for N=6 takes less than an hour; finally,

it is sufficiently accurate - the noise level in all the calculations

never exceeded 1%, most of which was probably caused by the pen of

the xy plotter. It seems difficult to imagine a more convenient

way of computing the intensities.

The main outcome of part I of this thesis was the theoretical

justification of the use of the Raman-Nath equation. In part I this

equation has been investigated analytically and numerically. The
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theory of ultrasonic diffraction at normal inoidenoe is thus fairly

complete, and it is time to pass on to part H, the short final section

of the work, where the theoretical results will "be compared with

experiment.



PART n

COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT

CHAPTER 16

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

It is dear that in order to compare the theory of parts I and 11

of this thesis with experiment in any detail it is necessary to

have measurements of the intensities for a large number of values

of p and oC . Rather surprisingly, it was only recently that a
fairly comprehensive set of such data was obtained; this work was

45
carried out by Klein . Previously only two systematic sets of meas¬

urements had been made, by Sanders^ and Nomoto^; these cover muoh

narrower ranges of p and 3C than the investigations of Klein.
In this chapter the results of these three experiments

will be summarised. In all cases the results are given in the form

of curves showing the intensities as functions of x. , not for constant

p but for constant OX . This is because the quantity
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OX- ...(16.0.1)

/oA
does not involve the ultrasonic intensity ylA, $ it is simple to vary

A continuously (by changing the voltage across the quartz crystal
used to produce the ultrasound), and when tnis is dpne x changes,

as does p , but px. stays constant. Different values of pX were
produced by varying the width of the sound field.

16.1. The experiments of Sanders

The pioneer work on the quantitative investigation of ultra¬

sonic diffraction at normal incidence for a range of values of p
a6

and X was done by Sanders in 1936. For observations with progressive

sound waves - the case relevant here - the experimented data given

by Sanders are as follows:

")l = 5*99 10 "'cms

SL/qx - 4.94 106 sec'1
liquid used: xylol.

This information is not sufficient to determine pX- : the
velooity 1/ of sound in xylol must be known, as must the refractive

indexThere are various kinds of xylol, but IT and JA0 are

nearly the same for all of them; from tables of physical constants,

V =1.325 105cm sec'1

A - 1.50.
The wavelength A of the sound wave oan now be found from the ele¬

mentary relation
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Pinally, the length of light-path, D » in the liquid must be known.

The value of this quantity is not given explicitly by Sanders for the

occurs in another connection; it is a fair inference that if Sanders

had used different vessel-widths for different ultrasonic experiments

he would have said so, so that the value just quoted will be used here.

Subject to this uncertainty in the value of , the formula

(16.0.1) gives, for Sanders' experiments

In order to know XI , the value of the sound intensity

would have to be determined. This is not an easy quantity to measure

accurately (although it can be varied easily) so Sanders chose the

values of yW^for his experiments in order to get best fit with the
Bessel-funotion intensity expressions for the diffracted beams (chapters

2 and 9)» clearly, this will only work under conditions where these

expressions are nearly valid. Sanders made a few approximate absolute

determinations of yM, using a torsion balanoe; these indicate that
y

his assignments of in the main body of the experiments is correot

to within a factor 2.

46
relevant experiments, but in the same paper the figure

D =2.3 cms

• • • (16.1.1)
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Using a photoelectric cell, Sanders measured the intensities

through Xj- from %.=0 to tC =5 in steps of about 0.3- The
results are shown in figure 14 (the dotted lines in that figure are

_ 2
the value 8 of J ^ ).
16.2. The experiments of Nomoto

A set of experiments Very similar to those of Sanders was

oarried out by Nomot^in 1940. The relevant data as given by him

are

r\

A = 5»05 10" cms

^ = 5»46l 10 ^cms

£} = 7 cms

liquid: transformer oil.

The remaining quantity necessary to determine px. is the
refractive index fl0 of transformer oil, not given by Nomoto. This
refractive index is not tabulated - presumably because transformer

oil varies in composition - but examination of the indices of other

oils suggests the value

j^o = 1 • 5 .

Use of this rough value, together with the other data,

leads to the conclusion that,in Nomoto's experiments,

px""0- 63. ...(16.2.1)

Just as in the experiments of Sanders the value of X was

determined by best fit with the Bessel-funotion expressions, and
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the results were roughly checked by torsion-balance measurements of the

ultrasonio intensity .

The diffracted light intensities were not measured with a

photooell; instead, a measure of the relative intensities was obtained

by counting the number of optical wedges neoessary to absorb the light

to such an extent that it could no longer be seen with the naked eye.

In this way the intensities through X-7 were measured
for X = 1.44 to x = 5in steps of about 0.1. The results are shown

in figure 15 (white circles). For x less than 1.44 measurements (shown

as black circles in figure 15) were made with different, unrecorded,

values of the sound width D ; is therefore not known in this case.

The black lines in figure 15 represent J^*).
16.5. The experiments of Klein

The most extensive experiments on ultrasonic diffraction were

carried out by Klein in 1963- Only the intensity of the zero-order

is depicted in the report of the work (although it is stated that

the first-order was measured as well), so that in a sense the inves¬

tigation is more restricted than those of Sanders and Nomoto; however,

the experiments of Klein are the first to systematically cover

parameter ranges where the Bessel-funotion expressions are no use at all

Klein was aware that his curves were obtained for constant

values of , so that there is no need to infer the value of that

quantity. In fact curves were drawn forp*= 0.94, px ■ 1.26 and pjc. = 1.
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The values of X ranged from zero to a maximum of 9»5» Klein does

not indicate how these values were obtained, but it is probable that

they were derived by comparison with the Bessel-function expressions

for a value of p?C such that these expressions are fairly accurate.
The intensities were measured with a photomultiplier. Great care

was taken to ensure that the sound beam was purely progressive and

homogeneous. The experimental error was estimated at

Figure 16 shows the results obtained by Klein; the white

circles are the experimental points, the solid line the value of

and the dashed line the value of the Bessel-function expressions

plus the first two correction terms(see chapter 9)»
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CHAFTER 17

COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT

\

In this final chapter the results of the experiments will he compared

with the theory. Only the measurements of Klein will be treated in

any detail, because only these treat the interesting case where the

Bessel-function expressions no longer apply.

17.1. Comparison of theory with results of Sanders and Nomoto

The Bessel functions form fairly good approximations to
Z

the lower-order intensities whenever px- does not exceed about 2.
In the case of the experiments of Sanders the maximum value

z
of is about 4; his results ought therefore to have just begun to

depart from the Bessel functions when X reaches its largest values.

A glance at figure 14, however, shows that the curves do not coincide

with Bessel functions even for small values of X { the experimental

minima are too high, and the maxima too low, to agree with the theory.

The probable explanation of this discrepancy is that the

sound-field used by Sanders was not sufficiently homogeneous; the

effect of inhomogeneity would be to scatter light into the minima and

out of the maxima.

In the case of the experiments of Nomoto the maximum value

of is about J; a very slight departure from the Bessel-function

expression at the highest values of 2C is therefore to be expected.
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Inspection of figure 15, plus a very little wishful thinking, shows

that there is indeed a slight departure from the solid curve, just

visible above the scatter of the experimental pointsat the largest values

of pc, • For smaller values of PC. the points fit the curve very well,

as they ought to.

17.2. Comparison of theory with results of Klein

In the case of the experiments performed by Klein the maximum
2.

value of pX is about 14. It is therefore necessary to compare his
results with the accurate solutions of the Raman-Nath equation, and

not merely with the Bessel-function approximation. It is not good

enough to use the Bessel functions plus a few correction terms, because

of the extremely slow convergence of the series in powers of p (see
chapter 9, and ^he dashed curves in figure 16).

The theoretical curves calculated by analogue computation

(chapter 15) are for constant values of p . In order to plot the
intensities against pc. for constant f>x it is necessary to draw many

curves, each for a different value of p , and take one point from eaoh

according to the following scheme; to construct the curve where

" (f*X) ...(17.2.1)

from the oomputed curves where

s ...(17.2.2)

I
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( being an index distinguishing the various curves), it is necessary

to take from the £'th curve the value of the intensity corresponding

to the abscissa

'

* ' ...(17.2.3)d ft
This is the reason why the set of curves photographed for the pur¬

poses of comparison with experiment were taken at constant intervals

of l/p .
In this way the intensity of the zero-order diffracted beam

was plotted against x for the three values of pX- published by
45

Klein?^ The published curves were re-plotted on the same grapis; the

three resulting comparisons with experiment are shown in figures

17, 18> and 19.

There are some slight discrepancies, but on the whole the

theoretical curves lie well within the 3% toleranoe given by Klein;

the discrepancies are almost certainly due to the loss of accuracy

produced by photographing oscilloscope traces instead of recording

the solutions with an xy plotter. Even without taking this into account

the results are in excellent agreement with experiment, and represent

a satisfying confirmation of the accuracy of the analogue computer

solutions as well as of the applicability of the Raman-Nath equation

and the scalar wave theory.
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CONCLUDING- REMARKS

It is perhaps convenient to conclude the main body of this thesis by

briefly reviewing the thread of its development.

In chapters 1 and 2 two theories of ultrasonic diffraction

were described which made different physical assumptions about the

nature of the diffraction process; then, in chapter 3, they were

illuminated by setting them in the context of the short-wavelength

approximation to the wave equation. Chapter 4 consisted of the

solution of this equation by the standard Born approximation tech¬

nique.

All this was in a sense just a preliminary to chapter 5>

where the exact scalar wave theory of the problem was presented.

Besides clarifying the basic assumption of the whole theory (neglect

of exponentially decaying disturbances), this chapter also contained

a discussion of the reflected diffracted waves. Immediate use was

made of the exact scalar theory in chapter 6, where its basic equations

were compared with those of the rigorous electromagnetic theory of

Bhatia and Noble, confirming the expectation that a purely scalar theory

suffices to explain all present experiments. In chapter 7 the basic

assumption of the neglect of evanescent waves, plus the neglect of ref¬

lected waves,were found to lead to the Raman-Nath equation; this equat¬

ion was the principal tool used in part 1 for calculating the inten¬

sities.
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In chapters 8 and. 9 the series solutions for the amplitudes

in powers of |0 and X were derived, while the procedure of taking
the Laplace transform of the Raman-Nath equation in chapter 10 led

to the systematisation in chapter 11 of the Born approximation. In

chapter 12 an exact representation of the Laplaoe transform of the

zero-order amplitude was derived in the form of a continued fraction,

and the extremely useful technique of approximating it hy its convergents

was examined. By way of interlude, chapter 13 consisted of "the demon¬

stration that all the earlier approximations were derivable from

the continued fraction, and chapter 14 in the use of it to re-establish

connection with ohe Llathieu-function representation derived in chapter

5-

The theoretical results concerning the continued fraction

were used in chapter 15 to justify the mothod of numorioal calculation

of the intensities, which consisted of replacing the Raman-Nath equa¬

tion by a truncated set, and solving these by analogue computation.

A description of the fairly meagre experimental data available

constituted chapter 16; this data was compared with the numerical

solutions of the Raman-Nath equation in ohapter 17, and the favourable

result of the comparison formed a very satisfying end-point for the

work.
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APPENDIX (a)

DISCUSSION OF EXPANSIONS OF NON-COMMUTING- OPERATOR EXPRESSIONS

It is required to expand expressions of the form

ft* 6
&

where

ft6 -Eft = [ft, g] 4 O.
• • • C l)

Bellman^" has asserted that this is one of the most important math¬

ematical problems of theoretical physics today. For any particdar

pair of operators the difficulty depends entirely on the form of the

commutator; for the Raman-Nath equation this is given by (8.2.2), which

is so complicated that no method has been found which is of any use.

The trouble arises because the familiar and useful multiplica¬

tion theorem for the exponential function is no longer valid, i.e

because

ft + g
X * S U2)

e f- e e . ...u.2)
To treat this problem in a general way it is useful to intro¬

duce a variable p , commuting with and B , and to define
-pCA-v-B)

g, - yC?) e £ ^ •..(a.3)
so that
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y C?) - . ...(a.4)
In general the function y will involve f\ and S , so that even if
u could be found in a form different from (a.4) the problem of

finding a useful expansion of Q need not be solved, for the resul¬

ting expression might contain^ and 5 in a very complicated way. It

is nevertheless interesting to pursue the matter a little further.

Differentiation of (a.4) with respect to P gives

y'Cp). -e-?C*tS,«W5)e?V +

• yc e'fS ft
It is faily easy to get the Taylor expansion of the second term

in the bracket of this expression; it is

+•••» -u.6)

so that (a.5) becomes

a'Cp) - _u_7)

Some simple cases will now be examined for which (a.7) is

integrable in closed form. If {\ and B commute,

51 o
} ...(a.8)

all the successive commutators are zero, and (a.7) becomes simply

bj' m Q } ... (a. 9)
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so that, using the condition thefcthe initial value of y is unity,

<j ~ ' ...(a.10)
as it must in this trivial case.

A case that occurs frequently in quantum mechanics is where

CM] = kj •.. (a.ll)

k, being a constant commuting with Pf and 8 . Then only the first

commutator in (a.7) is non-zero, and

tj' - -f ky • ...(a.12)

This has the solution

_Q*k
• K e * = C ...U.13)3

so that

ft+F -P/2 A 8
^ € £ 6- , ...(a.14)

Slightly more complicated is the case when

[fl.gj = W. ...<a.l5)
Then

[CAM]' M, ECEAB].»Lfl e+C; _(a>l6)

and (a.7) becomes
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\jj z - ^ - l); ...(a.17)
whenoe follows

/VCf +
y C?) - 6 ' ^ ...(a.18)

and.

(Vv S &C! -«"*) B
& = e 55 € . ...(a.19)

33
(Phis formula has been found before by Sack, who used a rather more

involved argument.

Other interesting formulae of this nature can be obtained

fairly easily; for example, if

then

while if

[A, S] ...(a.20)

A+B
= (it fefl) vk B

...(a.21)

CM] * fcfl' ...(a.22)

then

A+S
e

fl e
e e,

.

... (a.23)
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The study of particular algebras defined by commutation rel¬

ations does not seem to have been very extensively pursued; if this is

in fact true, then the method outlined above might be quite fruitful

for obtaining analytical results. These ideas have not been developed

here because they are not relevant to the ultrasonic diffraction

problem; what is relevant is whether the method is general enough

to treat the operator (S -&* , where

f\ -

. , y • ...(a.24)
S J

To answer this, it should be noted that the examples given

so far have shared two special features. Firstly, the basic commutators

£A>£>] have consisted of only one term. If this had not been so,

then the successive commutators would have become more and more compli¬

cated due to the formation of cross-terms; it would be difficult to

find the general form of these terms and also to sum the resulting

power series (a.6). Seoondly, and moreimportant, theconsidered

so far were all functions of f\ only; had they been functions ofS as

well, then (a.7) could not have been integrated. The method as it

stands is inapplicable to the actual A and B (equation (a.24))

beoause these have neither of these simplifying features; in fact

[A>$] - 1 ...(a.25)

- an appalling expression.

Various different formulae for oxpanding oporator cxproaoiono
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34
have been proved. ; one of these is the Zassenhaus formula

CA(%] - ^ -i-CrftvEO,^
- e -g e e x•• • . ...(a.26)

Attempts to apply this to the present problem fail because a) the

general form of the required commutators cannot be found, and b)

the first few commutators are so complicated that the resulting

exponential factors in (a.26) are more intractable than the original

function. Similar difficulties arise with several other formulae

that have been applied.

Of course if the commutators, or one of the operators them¬

selves, are in some sense "small", then any of a variety of perturbation

can be applied; however, it turns out to be easier to apply these

directly to the Raman-Nath equation, as was done in part II.
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APPENDIX (b)

DERIVATION OF ASYMPTOTIC EXPRESSIONS FOR POLYNOMIALS ASSOCIATED WITH

THE RAMAN-NATH EQUATION

In chapter 14 it was found that certain polynomials were useful in

in connection with the solution of the Raman-Nath equation. These

were the quantities Kn (*^r) defined by the difference equation

+ ^n-t ~ (2-^f " ... (b.0.1)
together with the conditions

/ Or) } ■ ...(b.0.2)

These conditions cannot be satisfied unless <^r takes certain discrete
values, or eigenvalues; in faot it was shown in chapter 14 that

the £j^r are proportional to the eigenvalues of Mathieu's equation.
Knowledge of the permits expressions for the diffracted

amplitudes to be constructed according to (14.2.23).

In this appendix two methods of asymptotic approximation

will be applied to the difference equation (b.0.1). This work was not

presented in the main body of the text because it neither provides a

useful means of calculating the amplitudes, nor does it give much

information about their analytic behaviour. Nevertheless, it has

considerable interest for the theory of methods of approximation
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to difference equations.

b.l. Application to difference equation of analogue to WKB method

Broadly speaking the WKB method for ordinary differential equ¬

ations with variable coefficients gives good approximations when

the coefficients are slowly varying. This basic idea has been ingeniously

applied to difference equations in a series of investigations inst¬

ituted by Dingle and continued by Morgan^.
Consider the difference equation

+ • ...(b.i.D

The variable /V is discrete, but it is convenient (although not

necessary) to treat it as continuous. The dependent variable Vj ^ is
transformed by the substitution

fq
*jn"*■£• , ...(b.l.2)

where the lower limit of integration is unspecified (it only affects

by a constant factor), and where is a function of the

now continuous variable vq . The advantage of havingJg 4* in the
exponent is that a fast-varying can be represented by a 3(1)
which varies only slowly..

The basic difference equation (b.1.1) oan now be rewritten

as

•vH
r . ;

j* a cU' J v

e" 4- e " = ...(b.i.3)
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(here 6^ has been rewritten 6"("h)). Taylor's theorem can be applied
to the two exponents, giving

»»+l <£? fv.)

J" q(V)c(tf' = 2~ ^ (*)
rt rt\-o [11+L

h'-»- - -IS'""
...(b.1.4)

where d (*1) means $—M 'tila of these results,

(b.1.3) can be transformed into a differential equation of infinite

order,namely
"

^ m
'3T

/ H ' n" .

y %-+£- +3r-J & a &
+ e - 2<r, ...(b.1.5)

or

-- <re

/ hi

-r
...(b.1.6)

or, finally,

COS li ere -i.
a

o;
3 .... ,...(b.l.7)
IX

Cwij
This equation is exact.

The WKB method of approximation consists i<2n treating ^ %"v as
a small quantity of order m; it will therefore give a good represent¬

ation of the hf is in fact slowly-varying. Equation

(b.1.7) can be expanded on this hypothesis, to read

g - cc?sU cf - 6 °\ - 6a>1*' £
G

...(b.1.8)

hrdi
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This can be solved for y by iteration, to give
a - co^'e - £iL + ■Za'Os'tVi'**) -<rf'*CarVl?) .

^ (^-.—(>'.1.9)
2*a oppns* jrd d^r^X

The relation

f££ld» i_[v, fe-1--;) ...(b.i.io)J 2C<?M) *
together with the first two terms of (b.1.9), enables the first

two approximations to (b.1.1) to be written with the aid of (b.1.2)

in the oompact form a

1 f cos\ 6-(>/,)dv>.'
e

^
/ 1 \ Vju ' ...(b.l.ll)(cTO) -l) '

This result closely resembles the well-known WKB solution for diff¬

erential equations. The combination of these two solutions to be used

in any particular case depends on the boundary conditions to be

satisfied by .

From the form of (b.l.ll), or from the result (b.1.9), it

is clear that the correction terms diverge when <5V, = ±1 - at the

so-called "turning points" - so that the Y/KB solutions are no good

there. A start has been made by Dingle on the problem of determining

the behaviour of the solutions to (b.1.1) near to turning points,

and it seems els though the connection formulae relating the WKB

solutions (b.l.ll) on both sides of a turning point are very similar

to those for differential equations.
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In the case of the equation (b.0.1) derived, from the Ranan-

Nath equation,
. x

^ n pn
* " V ZL ? •" (h.1.12)

and in a region where | (ar. "oscillatory" as opposed to an

"exponential" region) the WKB solutions are

l//v sinjcx'hr
KJu)*^ yy, ' ...(b.1.15)

It is possible to perform the integration in the numerator

of this expression in terms of elliptic functions of a complicated

argument; further, it is a simple matter to satisfy the conditions

(b.0.2a,b). The convergence condition (c), however, causes trouble;

it implies that the exponentially decreasing solutions must be used

for large | fl) . But there are turning points, at

n = ± J~2fir—0 /? (V-+0
n * ± ...(b.1.14)

and the exponentially decreasing solutions must be connected across them

into oscillatory regions. This can only be done, of course, for certain

c^r - the eigenvalues. Because of incomplete knowledge of the conn¬

ection formulae these c^r cannot be found; even if the values were
taken from tables of Mathieu functions the connection formulae would

still be necessary to find the functions themselves.
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There is a further problem associated with the existence of

turning points. In the ultrasonic diffraction problem, what is requ¬

ired are not the themselves but the quantities

K* Cir)
't

1/ ^ ...(b.i.15)2. S, <■%')
t= ~oD

(see (14.2.23)). Bearing in mind the complexity of the integral in

(b.1.13), and the fact that this formula must be modified near turning

points, it would seem impossible to evaluate the sum over ^ in

(b.1.15) in closed analytical form; even replacing it by an integral

over does not appear to simplify matters much.

It was thought for a time that the difficulties in this

application of the WKB method arose from treating as continuous an

essentially discrete problem. To test this conjecture a purely discrete

version of (b.1.11) was constructed. The substitution
A

y. <* ^ =f[ ...cb.1.16)
was used in (b.1.1), and successive approximations produced

by neglecting successive differences of !f) ^ instead of successive
derivatives. The first two approximations give

' ft) ijg^)
V-o'^vis^)'4

Use of the Buler-Maclaurin summation formula shows that this expression

is equivalent to (b.1.11) in the approximation to which they are
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both valid. Unfortunately the problem of the connection formulae

looks even more difficult with this formulation of the WKB method,

so that the use of purely discrete considerations does not simplify

the problem.

Much effort was initially expended in trying to use the

WKB solutions in the inhomogeneous equation (10.1.J) for the Laplace

transforms 5, (?) of the diffracted amplitudes. The difficulties
arose in trying to perform the complex integration, over the variable

(p , which is necessary for the inversion of these Laplaoe transforms.
Singularities of S^(?) arose, firstly because the actual simple-pole

singularities were present in the approximated form..of cuts, and

secondly because "P could take values which caused the particular

value of in being considered to be a turning point. The second,

spurious, type of singularity was due to the failure of the WKB

approximation, and could only be eliminated with the aid of the

transitional approximations which are at present imperfectly known.

This difficulty is very much like that encountered in trying "Co perform

the summation in (b.1.15), except that here the problem is exaggerated

by being in the complex "p -plane instead of along the real n-axis.

If the inverse Laplace integration can be done analytically at all,

it is probable that some steepest-descents approximation would have

to be used, and it is conjectured that the result would be identical

to that obtained in chapter 3 using the geometrical-optics approx¬

imation to the wave equation.
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The outcome of the work reported here is that the WKB analogue

in its present early stage of development is not really useful in

connection with the ultrasonic diffraction problem. There seems no

reason in principle, however, why it cannot be refined to the point

where it is as useful and illuminating in the study of finite-diff¬

erence eigenvalue problems as the ordinary WKB method is for the

study of Sturm-Liouville problems.

b.2. Asymptotic expansion of polynomials, valid for small O

The discrete variable n in the basic difference equation

(b.0.1) has the fixed interval unity. It is convenient to transform to

a new variable with an interval whose size depends on the value of

p , approximating to zero when p is small; a suitable transfor¬
mation, chosen so that the resulting equation is in standard form,

is

...(b.2.1)

together with the new parameter

£ ~ (^?) * ...(b.2.2)

and the new dependent variable

krO)--W K-tHr) • ...(b.2.3)

The difference equation (b.0.1) now becomes, after a little rearrange¬

ment,
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]f£r(d+s) - 2-KfCS:) •** KfC-Z-z)
4- zShl^ _ s_x

. g"- .

*«•(*) = O
...(b.2.4)

The first term of this equation can "be expanded, in powers

of the increment £ » using Taylor's theorem; the result is

•CvUKrC^g)-2i^)^r C^- "a) _ + °V) + g* £ ^r 4.3Sr k.s~.4.3
...(b.2.5)

where

...(b.2.6)

When p (and hence £*") is small it is reasonable to solve (b.2.4)
in the form of a perturbation series in powers of £*" for the func¬

tion Kffe) and the eigenvalueC^r. In other words, the substitutions
k:rO) = ■■ ■ |

2(VI|) =, = 4%6htrt*+s+«rc>t ■■■ f '"(b'2'7)
£* J

are made. Calculations will be carried out to find the zero-order

terms in these series, and the first-order corrections to them.

If terms of order greater than are ignored, (b.2.4)

can be approximated by

This means that the zero-order approximation satisfies
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+- W* -~r)^ ° ^ • ...(b.2.9)
,41

<*r

A pair of independent solutions of this equation is'

0 c«) O)
-i

...(b.2.10)

'V ~£

where the ])'s ar® parabolic cylinder functions. When -g; is large,

J> fe) has the asymptotic form

v -i2'*
r>v tz) & ^ & . ...(b.2.11)

If is real, this converges for large Jf\| , satisfying the
condition (b.0.2c); when S is replaced by tS: , however, this no

longer holds, so that the second solution in (b.2.10) is ruled out.

In order to satisfy the evenness^(b.0.2a),

^ - (-2)
; ...(b.2.12)

so that

V - 2S. ...(b.2.13)

where f is an integer. The other condition, (b.0.2b), is satisfied

by a trivial normalisation, so that, finally,

KrWt« - P^/p W

. 2r +
...(b.2.14)
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(o)
If the expression for the eigenvalue r is expressed in terms

of (from (b.2.7)), and (from (14.1.7) and (14.1.4)),

it becomes

(re^O) to C^-r+lJs, ...(b.2.i5)

which is the well-known asymptotic expression, valid when S is large,

for the eigenvalues of Mathieu's equation

One difficulty with the WKjB method of section b.l. was

the faot that the expressions found were only valid on certain regions

of the n-axis; this is not the case with the present method, since

(b.2.14) holds all along the 2" -axis. This makes it easier to

calculate the sum in (b.l.5), which, in the present notation, is,

(ignoring the normalisation factor)

2T ...(b.2.16)
IV ■* ~<£

The interval of 2 in this sum is £ , which is small whenever the

present method of approximation is valid. It is thus wise, and certainly

in keeping with the spirit of this method, to examine the accuracy

of replacing the sum with an integral.

The asymptotic approximation given by the Eules-Maclaurin

summation formula,

ff. - If****
n* nV/ n'

is of no use in the present connection because in this application
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the limits are n=± CO , where all the correction terms are zero

because of the asymptotic form (b.2.11) of the parabolic cylinder

functions. This suggests that the sum differs from the integral

not by terms of order 6 (which could be incorporated intothe pert-
_ i

urbation procedure), but by terms of order g £ f which could always
be ignored. To test this, the exact Poisson summation formula

(O CO
— 2fl1T

^
. . . (b.2.13)

£ jM 6 ...(b.2.19)

is used. Fortunately all the integratics can be performed analyti¬

cally with the function

fCB) s ...(b.2.20)

of the present application. The result is

r r, , V- -Iv*) - —

_ 2TT*l»a' . 2. 1

I 41
where the are the Laguerre polynomials . Even if <s is as large

as unity (so that ij. ) the correction terms to the integral are
-20

of order e - an utterly negligible quantity compared with unity.

The zero-order approximation to the quantities required

in the ultrasonic diffraction problem is thus
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^ ^ c-/&
— —~T 2H2T 1 ... (b.2.22)

rK^f 2 £ Jirr^ 41
where the relation '

I)r(o) - T ...(b.2.23)
2.'"IT

has been used.

This set of "unperturbed" solutions to the basic difference

equation satisfies the boundary conditions exactly. Therefore any

correction terms constructed solely from these functions will also

satisfy them. To exploit this fact it is useful to write the quantity
yy(p)OV)
Nr > appearing in the equation (b.2.8) for the first correction term,

in terms of the undifferentiated parabolic cylinder functions; it

then becomes .

K<s>K'»> « Djjy « 1 - A-rC*-<)Or-d T

+3(llr-+^-4-],
so that the first correction term itself satisfies

*f+ (2"i-|:v)Krw -

[3 CSV2-*. + +■i"2.2*V^]Dir-2(4r+3?i)wti,*-^r l...(t>.2.25)
It is easily verified that the solution of

3r" t-[(2c **) J> " °*s ^2$ •..(b.2.26)
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xs

4,fc)- °.s
TcZT) ...(b.2.27)

if r / s, while if r = s the solution cannot be expressed in terms

of the 02rS alone. This last fact implies that the coefficient of

in (b.2.25) must vanish, since the inclusion of the first

correction terms must not cause the solution toviolate the boundary

conditions on the basic difference equation; thus

(>)
r = 2} ' ...(b.2.28)

or, eventually,

(reir is) ~C4r+l)JJ 1- ...(b.2.29)

which is the known expression for in the limit of large S ,

26 4
including this time the first correction term .

The solutions of (b.2.25) can now be written down, giving,

for the first few terms in the asymptotic expansion for small ^ ,

--VPtr-*
-h Pzrr+jJ . ...(b.2.30)

The proportionality constant is the reciprocal of the right-hand side

of this equation, evaluated af2=0; use of (b.2.23) gives, after

some calculation, r ?

(.-rS-Yl * ?/»*]}•\ J -i.. (b.2.31)
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2.
There are no terms of order £ arxsing from the summation

over n of the square of (b.2.31); this is because

"Z ~ 0 + "f" & £ 'f rfs •
ft =.-«£>

...(b.2.32)

Thus, finally, the first two approximation to the required

quantities are _

K„C<Lr> all [D,r -J_ |"rCr-0^-0&'-hP2,-^-2'Cj'''-OCV-''V-
Si^Vjaicl l9i .
£»-<© ■ffrr+3)Plr;Z-»- Szfi"<V -if(^r+OJ s.. ...(b.2.33)

+ * i

In the case of the aero-order diffracted beam, where n and

2* are both zero, these Fourier coefficients take the simple form

KA)
„ sjr n + Clr C4r+i^"i~~

^ J' -(b-2-34)

The accuracy of this approximation is measured by the relative

size of the correction term. For a given value of £ this clearly

depends on the order r of the Fourier coefficient being considered;

it is good for low orders. In the infinite sum (14.2.23), of Fourier

coefficients multiplied by exponentials, which represents the diffracted

amplitudes, only about as many terms as there are visible diffracted

orders are necessary to give a good approximation (this is evident

from the study of the truncated continued fraction in section 12.3)•

In other words, if r increases beyond a certain value the quantities

\<o cv)
2. K# 0\f)

...(b.2.35)
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fall rapidly to zero. The result (b.2.34) of this section does not

display this property - in fact numerical tests show that it goes

considerably wrong well before r reaches this value - so that it is

unfortunately not profitable to use it for calculations of the diffracted

amplitudes.

In a general theory of asymptotic approximations to tho

solutions of difference equations the relation between the WKB method

and that of this section would be clear? at present it is not. The

investigation of this and related matters appears to be a rich field

for future research.
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LIST OF PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

light wavelength X
light wave number ^ 'g
sound wavelength /\
sound wave number ^ Lr
sound frequency SI

mean refractive index of liquid jJ^0
maximum variation of refractive index

coordinate axis normal to incident light wavefronts £
coordinate axis normal to sound wavefronts Vj
width of sound beam along X>

dimensionless parameter or variable oC

dimensionless variable y
dimensionless parameter ^
scalar wave function of light cj> (.x, y)
amplitude of n'th diffracted beam Ufa £*)
Laplace transform of %&) 0^.)
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